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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to develop criteria
that could be used by classroom teachers and media specialists
to judge the quality of junior premarital pregnancy novels.
A secondary purpose was to demonstrate by means of illodel
critiques how the criteria could be applied.

T he professional

literature reflected five categories of conern relating to
junior premarital pregnancy novels:
didacticism , sexism,

pat solutions,

adolescent sexuality,
and stereotyped adults.

T he researcher selected a panel of six experts to comment on
the categories of concern and to identify the ten �ost widely
read titles in the genre.

T he panel included practicing media

specialists and professionals in related fields with expertise
on literature for adolescents.
of each category,

From the thorough discussion

a criteria statement was developed.

� he

five criteria statements were then applied to the ten titles
identified by the panel.

They proved valid and useable for

evaluating those ten titles.

THE PROBLEM
From the beginning of time, human sexuality has been
.
. ty. l I n the United
.
a primary
concern of 1aw and socie
States

in the last decade, many long established sexual ethics, legal

and social, have been seriously challenged. Masters and

Johnson, the birth control pill, legalized abortion, weakening
of parental authority, and the women's liberation movement

have increased sexual freedom for male and female, adult and
adolescent.

This loosening of restraints has created conflicts

for adolescents and their parents. For parents, the changing

morality is an extremely confusing problem. Many find they

have conflicting emotions about what proper adolescent sexual
development is and how it can best be guided.2 Most adolescents
believe "that their parents refuse to acknowledge their sexual

behavior or that their parents find their sexual attitudes
so disagreeable that they refuse to discuss them.3

These changes and conflicts have been reflected in

the literature for adolescents. Less than twenty-five years

ago, the only sexual activity portrayed in the adolescent
novel was a brief kiss.

porar
P• 36l •

Then in 1952 the first novel to deal

1Robert c. Sorensen, Adolescent Sexuality in Contem
America (New Yorka The World Publishing Company, 1973),

2Anne Roiphe, "Teenage Affairs," The New York Times
Magazine, October 5, 1975, P• 22.
3sorensen, p. 367.
1

with premarital sex and pregnancy appeared.

2

The book, Henry

Gregor Felson's Two and the Town, created some controversy
and many librarians rejected it.4 No similar work was pub

lished again until 1968, when Mr. and Mrs. Bo Jo Jones by

Ann Head was offered in teen-age book clubs.
set sales records.

popular.

Head's novel

The imitations that followed were equally

In 1970, Xerox Education Publications announced

that four of their top five best-sellers for teens were about
premarital sex and pregnancy.5 Paul Zindel's novel of 1971,

Mx Darling, M:-£ Hamburger, was the first example to deal

directly with the issue of premarital sex and abortion.6
One of the most candid treatments of sex so far is John

Neufeld's For All the Wrong Reasons.

This 1973 novel "• • .

erotically describes intercourse, discusses fellatio, treats

sex as pleasurable, alludes to the size of a man's penis, and
uses 'the word.'"?

Though the issue has been treated more and more boldly,

many parents, authors, media specialists, teachers and review
ers disagree on how much discussion of sex should be included
and from what point of view. Professional comment on the

problem is scattered and unfocused. A media specialist or

teacher looking through the professional literature for sug

gestions of selection criteria would have much analyzing and

synthesizing to do.

4w. Keith Kraus, "Cinderella in troubles still dreaming
and losing," School Library Journal, January, 1975, p. 18.
6Kraus, p. 21. 7 Kraus, p. 22.
5Kraus, p. 19.

3
Thus the purpose of this study is twofolds
1.

To provide school media specialists and teachers

with valid and useable criteria for judging the quality of

the juvenile premarital pregnancy novel.

2. To demonstrate, by means of model critiques, how

the criteria can be applied.

The junior premarital pregnancy novels have been

described as "• • • most conspicuous leaders in the field of

adolescent fiction. " 8

Because of their great popularity and

controversial nature, they definitely merit careful consider
ation. This study is significant because it provides a set

of selection criteria not previously available for evalu
ating the genre.

Sound criteria must evolve within some general frame

of thought or attitude.

The philosophical basis for the

development of these criteria has been The Students' Right to

Read statement and the School Library Bill of Rights.

These

two highly respected documents present attitudes about young

readers that are widely accepted in the library and education

fields.

The Students' Right to Read statement asserts that

the right of an individual to read whatever he chooses is a

fundamental right in a democratic society.

The assumption is

that an educated and well read man can be trusted to determine

his own actions.

His reading helps his decision making

8Kraus, p. 18.

because it gives him the opportunity to meet characters,

4

consider ideas and experience events that otherwise would

be unaccessible to him.

As the educated man gropes with

life' s dilemmas, his "search for answers may in part be

found through reading. "9 The student' s reading and

searching cannot be meaningful if it is limited to inof

fensive aspects of life.

The School Library

filll .Qf Rights stresses the

importance of considering students' individual needs,

interests, abilities, backgrounds and maturity levels when

selecting appropriate materials for them.

The bill main

tains that the school media center should include materials

that help develop "ethical standards. "10

This point of view,

as well as the attitude expressed in The Students' Right to

Read statement, were considred as the criteria for evaluation

were formulated.

Specific Problem Statement

Because the purpose of this study is to formulate

criteria that can be used to judge the quality of junior

premarital pregnancy novels and then to demonstrate how those
criteria can be applied, the specific problem can be stated

as follows,

9National Council of Teachers of English, The Students'
Right to Read, 1972, P• 11 .
10

American Association of School Librarians, School
Library Bill of Rights for School Library Media Center Programs,

1969.
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Can criteria be developed that can be applied

to judge the quality of the junior premarital pregnancy

novels published since 1952 and to be published in the
future?

Hypothesis

The suggested solution to the preceding specific

problem statement is this hypothesis:

Criteria can be developed that can be applied to

judge the quality of the junior premarital pregnancy novels
published since 1952 and to be published in the future.

Conceptual Definitions

The phrase "junior premarital pregnancy novel" that

is used in the problem statement and hypotI1esis needs

defining .

To adequately do that, two concepts implied

the phrase must first be defined•
and junior novel .

in

literature for adolescents

A comment often made in professional articles dis

cussing children's literature, adolescent literature or

adult literature is the necessity to recognize that none of

these categories is absolute .

Books and readers cannot

always be accurately categorized.

For example, a book

identified as a piece of children's literature may be enjoyed

by adults as well.

John Rowe Townsend 1

in the introduction

to his collection of essays on leading writers for children,
commented on categorizing books and readers:

• • • any line which is drawn to confine children
or their books to their own special corner is an

6
articial one, Wherever the line is drawn, children
and adults and books will all wander across it, 11

Though categories cannot be absolute, they can be very

useful for analyzing the work of authors and their audiences.

Because of common characteristics, a certain amount of written
work can be categorized as "literature for adolescents."

Dwight Burton' s conception of adolescent literature is most
appropriate for the problem in this paper.

Burton, who has

done extensive study of adolescent literature, defines it ass
•• • the rather substantial and highly important
body of literature produced by predominantly serious
writers specifically for the audience aged from about
12 to about seventeen, in other words principally
junior and senior high school students. 12
Notice Burton's identification of the adolescent

audience--readers from about ages twelve to seventeen, most

of whom are junior and senior high school students,

view of the professional literature used in preparing

An over

study shows that the given age range for the adolescent

reader varies from one writer to another.

this

But in every case

the difference is only a matter of one or two years from
the range given by Burton.

The few years difference is

insignificant when users of the definition are alert to the
uniqueness of adolescents as individuals.

To better encom

pass the age range presented in the professional literature,
John Rowe Townsend, A Sense of Story {Philadelphia•
J. B. Lippincott Company, 1971), P• 9.
11
12

(New Yorks

Dwight L. Burton, Literature Stud � in the High Schools
Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 19 4), p, 237.

Burton's definition of the adolescent audience will be
slightly modified,

In this paper, adolescent will refer

students in grades

eight through twelve.

7

to young people from ages thirteen to eighteen, principally
The broad concept of literature for adolescents

necessarily includes fiction and nonfiction on all subjects

and in all forms.

Within this broad scope is a more specific

category, the junior novel,

Sometimes it is referred to as

teen-age, juvenile or adolescent novel,

Writing classified

under the junior novel label has all the attributes of

adolescent literature plus three other distinguishing charac
teristics.

These can best be understood by comparing the

junior novel with the adult novel.

Though the junior novel is written specifically for

adolescents, it is not merely a diluted version of the adult

novel,

Many are shorter, but others surpass the average

Junior novel writers do not restrict
their vocabularies nor oversimplify their writing styles. 13
adult novel in length.

Junior novel writer Sylvia Engdahl believes, "A serious novel

for adolescents is distinguished from adult material by its
conceptual and emotional levels, not by its reading levei. 14
Most adolescents have not yet developed the background

knowledge and experience to cope with some of the complex

13 sylvia Engdahl, "Do Teenage Novels Fill a Need?"
English Journal, February 1972, p, 51,
14Engdahl, P• 1,
5

emotions, ideas and interrelationships presented in the
adult novel.

8

Engdahl cautions that this does not mean the

novel written for them will lack depth.

She explains, "A

teen-age novel can and should have more than one level, the
deeper ones will be noticed by the most mature readers
alone. • 1 5

point.

A second distinguishing characteristic is the view

The junior novel has traditionally had an optimistic

outlook, not necessarily a happy-ever-after ending, but the

view that whatever suffering the characters have undergone
has been in some way purposefu1. 16

The junior novel, like the adult western or detective

story, is a unique formulaic genre.

One feature of the

formula is a protagonist who is an adolescent himself or

very close in age.
problem.

He is always confronted by a personal

During the early years of the junior novel it was

a purely personal one, but today it usually involves a social
or moral conflict. 17 The basic structure of the plot within

the formula has not changed significantly,

1) After the introduction of the protagonist, the
problem is dramatized by a brief episode, and then
explicitly stated by an intrusion of the omniscient
author.

1�ngdahl, p. 51.
16 sylvia Engdahl, "Why Write for Today's Teenagers?"
The Horn Book Magazine, June 1972, p. 251.
17Barbara Martinec, "Popular--But Not Just a Part
of the Crowd, " English Journal, March 1971, P • 341.

9

2) Although the protagonist has managed to function
adequately up to a point, now some event destroys the
precarious equilibrium and precipitates a crisis.
3) The protagonist reacts with increasing frustration,
refusing to heed the advice of wiser characters, and
instead of approaching the solution of the problem, seem
ingly getting further and further away from it.
4) Just as a point of absolute hopelessness seems to
have been reached, an accident, coincidence, or the sudden
intervention of a "transcendent" character bring illumi
nation and insight to the beleaguered protagonist.
5) The problem is s� ved by the protagonist and appropriate action is taken.

8

The teen-age protagonist, the personal problem involving a

social issue, and a plot of the above structure are unique to
the formula of the junior novel.

Operational Definitions

For the purpose of clarity in this study, the key

concepts discussed in the preceding section are described here
in specific, operational terms.

Adolescent is operationally defined as young people

from ages thirteen to eighteen, principally students in
grades eight through twelve.

The terms adolescent reader,

teen-ager and young adult are used interchangeably with the
term adolescent,

The junior premarital pregnancy novel is a formula

novel in which conceptual level and viewpoint focus on the
needs of the adolescent reader, and in which the central

problem involves the personal and social issue of a pre

marital pregnancy.

The phrases, juvenile novel, adolescent

18Martinec, p, 4 1- 42,
J
J

novel and teen-age novel will be used interchangeably with

10

the phrase junior novel.

Criteria are guidelines used as the basis for

critically analyzing the quality of something without neces

sarily implying comparison against a model.

A criterion does

not have the authoritativeness of a standard which does sug
gest comparison to a model for determination of worth. 19

A useable criterion is a guideline clearly stated and

explained, flexible enough to adapt to specific materials, and

nonrepetitious.

A valid

criterion is a guideline that focuses evalua

tion on one of the five identified areas of concern relating
to the quality of junior premarital pregnancy novels.
Assumptions

As the reader considers the design and conclusions

of this study, he should keep in mind five assumptions ma.de
by the researcher.
1.

The critic can apply two levels of criteria, one

focusing on the literary merit of the book and the other on
treatment of the personal and social problem.

The nonliterary

level of criteria dealing with the handling of the problem is
particularly useful to the librarian or teacher.

They are in

the best position to judge what treatment is most suitable and

19Jess Stein, The Random House Dictionary of the English
Languages The Unabridged Edition (New Yorks Random House, 1971).

relevant to their students.20
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These two levels of criteria

are not necessarily mutually exclusive.

"Different kinds

of assessment are valid for different purposes.11 2 1
2.

The critic will not apply the developed criteria

rigidly and insensitively.

The overall purpose of the

criteria is to give the critic one alternative for organizing

his approach.

This approach does not exclude literary

evaluation nor senstive personal response to the novel.

3.

It is assumed that if the criteria are valid and

useable when applied to the ten most popular juvenile premar

ital pregnancy novels, they will most likely be useable and

valid when judging any novel fitting that definition.
4.

Juvenile premarital pregnancy novels can present

adolescent sexuality and behavior with the same frankness

and freedom demonstrated in nonfiction literature for adoles
cents that discusses human sexuality.

When the fictional

treatment of adolescent sexuality and the problem of

didacticism are discussed in the paper, comparisons to par

ticular juvenile nonfiction selections are made.

The

selections were drawn from a list compiled by Eula T. White
and Roberta Friedman.22 Eula White is an associate profess

or in the School of Library and Information Science at State
20John Rowe Townsend, "Standards of Criticism for
Children's Literature," Ton of the News, June 1971, p. J82.
21Townsend, � Sense of Story. p. 15.

2�ula T. White and Roberta Friedman, "How the Library
Can Help Show Thata Sex Is Not a Four-Letter Word," Wilson
Library Bulletin, October 1971, p. 154.

University College in Geneseo, New York, and at the time

12

the article was written,Roberta Friedman was in the masters

program of that department.

Their annotated list is a

balanced, basic collection of accurate and, in most cases,

up-to-date materials.

The selections that will be referred

to are Love, Sex and Being Human by Paul Bohannan, Sexa

Telling It Straight by Eric Johnson, Single and Pregnant by

Ruth Pierce, Girls and Sex by Wardell Pomeroy and Sex Before
Twenty by Helen Southhard.

feelings as well as facts.

of viewpoints covered.

5.

All of the books deal with sexual
Together they represent the gamut

The professional librarian and teacher accept the

basic tenets of intellectual freedom in the School Library

Bill of Rights and The Students' Right to Read statement.
Limitations

Just as the reader should keep in mind the five

assumptions made, he must also place the conclusions of this
study within the context of four limitations resulting from

the study's design.
1.

The criteria developed focus on how the personal

and social issue of premarital pregnancy is handled, not on

the literary and aesthetic merits of the novels.
2.

The areas of concern identified in the professional

literature are the result of the researcher's analysis and
interpretation.

The authors did not delineate in categories

the flaws they saw in the genre.

3.

13

The representation of the ten novels is a

subjective value judgment by the researcher.

The titles

are to be considered a cross section of the genre, but the
opinion is not based on any objective process, such as

random sampling.

4.

The interviewees were selected on the basis of

the researcher's personal opinion of who best represents the
range of professional expertise on adolescent literature.

Though primary consideration was given to professional
qualification, availability was another factor in the

researcher's choices.

This sampling of opinions cannot be

regarded as a true random sampling.

THE REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Appearing throughout the located literature was

criticism of the nonliterary content of the junior premarital
pregnancy novels.

None of the sources had summarized these

concerns or developed possible criteria for evaluating the

genre. As the literature was studied, five areas of concern

were identified by the researcher.

The concerns have been

categorized under the subject headings adolescent sexuality,

didiacticism, sexism, superficial solutions and stereotyped

adults.

According to social psychologist Dr. Robert

c.

Sorensen,

"Adolescent sexuality is important because it greatly influences
·
11 2 3
·
.
what young people think and do in all aspects of their 1ives.
23

sorensen, P • 3·

Dr. Sorensen conducted an in-depth study in 1973 of the

14

relationships between the sexual behavior and sexual values

of adolescents.

Defining adolescents as thirteen to nineteen

year-olds, he drew a national probability sample that very

closely approximated the make-up of the national adolescent
population according to the 1970 census.

Objectivity was of

primary importance; a ground rule was that the study was about

adolescents, not for or against them.

Both the informal

personal interview and a carefully refined, self-administered
questionnaire were used.

Dr. Sorensen' s operational definition

of adolescent sexuality will be used in this study,

"When

adolescents adopt certain beliefs and forms of behavior in

response to their sexual desires, we call this adolescent

sexuality. "24

Many writers express concern about the superficial,

sometimes dishonest handling of adolescent sexuality in the

junior premarital pregnancy novels.

Lou Staneck, Assistant

Director of the E nglish Master of Arts in Teaching Program
at the University of Chicago, maintains that emphasis is

upon the consequences of sexual activities while sexual
feelings and frustrations are nearly ignored. 25 Barbara

Wersba, author and children's book reviewer, agrees that
sorensen, P• 3.
25Lou Willett Staneck, "The Maturation of the Junior
From Gestation to the Pill, " Library Journal, December
24

Novels

1972, P• 4047.

the treatment of sexuality is cursory. 2 6
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Assistant Chairman

of the Department of English at State College in Pennsylvania,

w.

Keith Kraus, complains about how "• • • sex is treated as
something frightening which should be avoided. "2 7 In the New

York Times Book Review, Carolyn G. Heilbrun notes the research
insights gained about human sexuality are disregarded in the

fictional presentations of adolescents' sexual experiences. 2 8

Adolescent characters for example, engage in premarital

intercourse as retaliation against parents, not because of a

real sexual tension that exists.

Both authors, John Rowe

Townsend and John Neufeld, feel many of the novels evade the
how's and why's of the adolescent sexual experience. 2 9
The only dissenting opinion is Josette Frank's.

Frank, Director for Children's Books and Mass Media at the

Child Study Association in New York, fears too much candidness

about sexuality may confront adolescents with "• • • unneces

sary, premature, unhealthy sexual stimulation, beyond their
present maturity and capacity to manage. ,.JO
26

Barbara Wersba and Josette Frank, .. Sexuality in Books
for Childrena An Exchange," School Library Journal, February
1973, P• 46.
27
Kraus, p. 20.
28
carolyn G. Heilbrun, "All Pregnant Girls Have Boy
Babies," Sexism and Youth, ed. Diane Gersoni-Stavn (New York:
R. R. Bowker Company, 1974), P• 302.
29John Rowe Townsend, "It Takes More Than the Pot and
the Pill," New York Times Book Review, November 9, 196 9, P• 2 .
3°Frank, p. 47.
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Another area of concern is didacticism in the novels.

Didacticism is the intention or tendency, obvious or subtle,
to recommend certain moral values to the reader. During a

speech at the 1971 Children's book Council, Natalie Babbitt

ob jected to the excessive didacticism in junior novels dealing

with social problems.

She warned that the excessiveness was
resulting in novels of despair.3 1 Nat Hentoff, prolific junior

novel writer, declares adolescents are quick to recognize and
reject a novel that attempts to persuade or direct. He does

feel an author's goal can be to stimulate change in the thinking

of young people, if the author is honest about how complicated
life is in a society of many inequalities. 32 In his overview

of social problem junior novels, San F rancisco State Assistant

Professor of Education, Tom Finn, states, "The authors attempt

not to moralize overtly, but few successfully accomplish this
feat. "33 Eli Oboler, American Library Association Intellectual

Freedom Committee member, urges librarians not to violate

adolescents' right to intellectual freedom by restricting their
reading of such novels.

He reminds librarians that, to date,
there is no proof that reading affects behavior. 34 Several

31Natalie Babbitt, "Between Innocence and Maturity, "
The Horn Book Magazine, February 1972, P• 35.
.32Nat Hentoff, "Getting Inside Jazz Country, " The Horn
Book Magazine, October 1966, P• 532•
.3.3Tom Finn, "The Now Young Adult Novels How Will the
Schools Handle It?" Phi Delta Kappan, April 1971, P• 471.
J4Eli M. Oboler, "The Grand Illusion, " School Library
Journal, March 1968, P• 10 3.

times, Oboler uses pertinent direct quotations that are

17

attributed to a speaker, but are not identified in either

the bibliography or footnotes. Unlike the others, Ken

Donelson, an authority in the field of adolescent literature,
is not too disturbed about fictional didacticism because
he thinks most adolescents ignore it. 35

A third category, sexism, "· • • includes all ideas

and attitudes which are based on the fundamental belief in
the natural inferiority of women. 11 36 Ruth Rosen, University

of California doctoral candidate in history, formulated this

definition for her discussion of the biased protrayal of

women in historical writing. Rosen criticizes the persistent

portrayal of women as " • • •docile, passive, fragile, inane
creatures."37 This criticism is repeated in articles focusing

on the content of junior premarital pregnancy novels.

Heilbrun

contends the central female characters in the novels are acted

upon, rather than acting for themselves.

Their meaning in life
is dependent upon male attention and affection.3 8 Gayle Nelson,

English teacher at Edison High School in Minneapolis, asks if

35opinion expressed by Ken Donelson, Arizona State Uni
versity English Department, in an address ("The Problem Adoles
cent and the Problem Adolescent Novel") at NCTE Secondary
Section English Curriculum Conference, April, 1973 (tape on
file in Dr. Geralding LaRocque' s office.)
36 Ruth Rosen, "Sexism in History," And Jill Came Tumbling
Afters
Sexism in American Education, eds. Susan Bereaud, Joan
Daniels and Judith Stacey (New Yorka Dell Publishing Company,
1974), P •326.
37Rosen, P • 32s .
JSHeilbrun, P • JOO .
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the junior premarital pregnancy novels offer sufficient model

diversity for girls. She concludes that the wife/mother role
receives inordinate emphasis.39
Superficial solutions are an area

of their frequent use in the novels.

of concern because

Superficial solutions are

pat endings that are not justified by the plot or character
situation. Writers in the professional literature caution

that the junior novel's purpose is not to avoid realistic
endings or to be a problem solver for the adolescent.

Jane

Yolen and Emily Neville, both authors of children's books, and
Nat Hentoff firmly believe the writer's purpose is to enable

the young reader to explore a realistically portrayed problem.40
The writer offers insights and information, not unlikely end
ings or decisive answers to personal problems.

The last category of concern, stereotyped adults,

refers to the portrayal of adults-especially parents-as
gerated, unreasonable authority figures.

exag

Insensitive and ig

norant, fictional adults cause many of the teen-age characters'

difficulties.

They are usually portrayed as incapable of

helping adolescents cope with their troubles.

"Whatever the

problem, inevitably it only requires two paragraphs to return
it to the source - the unsympathetic adult," comments Richard
.
Peck, Juveni
·1e nove1 wri"ter.4 1 Staneck ca11s for more intensive
39Gayle Nelson, "The Double Standard In Adolescent
Novels," English Journal, February 1975, p, 55.
40Nat Hentoff, "Back to You, Nata Hearing from the
Teenage Reader, .. Wilson Library Bulletin, September 1972, p. 38.
4 1Richard Peck, "In the Country of Teenage Fiction,"

19

criticism of the distorted portrayal of atlults in adolescent
novels. 42
The process of categorizing revealed a significant

degree of concensus among the writers about the flaws in

the junior premarital pregnancy novels.

A number of them

had opinions regarding more than one category of concern,
Only the emphasis of their articles were presented here,

Some of their opinions and insights relating to other

categories will be referred to in the expanded discussion

within the paper.

THE METHODOLOGY

The first procedure carried out was the interviewing

of media specialists and teachers.

The purpose of the

interviews was to identify the ten most commonly read junior

premarital pregnancy novels and to gain added insight on the
areas of concern categorized in the literature review.

The

five areas of concern discussed with the interviewees were
adolescent sexuality, didacticism, sexism, superficial

solutions and stereotyped adults.

The researcher was alert

to information or opinions that might lead to the formulation

of additional or slightly revised categories, but no alteration
was necessary.

The interviews were informal and unstructured.

Interviewees were asked, on the basis of observation and
American Libraries, April 1973, p. 207.
421ou Willett Staneck, "Adults and Adolescents,
Ambivalence and Ambiguity," School Library Journal, February
1974, p. 25.

experience, to list the ten most widely read titles among

adolescents .
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They were asked for general opinions of the

premarital pregnancy genre, specific comments on the titles

they listed, and reactions to the five categories of

concern .

The people interviewed werea
1.

Mrs . Barbara Blow, Individualized Reading Teacher,

2.

Mrs . Virginia Thomson, Media Specialist, Peet

3.

Mrs. Doris Fistler, Media Specialist, Grundy

4.

Mrs . Linda Waddle, Media Specialist, Cedar Falls

5.

Dr . Geraldine E . LaRocque, Teacher of

Cedar Falls Senior High School, Cedar Falls, Iowa .
Junior High School, Cedar Falls, Iowa .

Center Community High School, Grundy Center, Iowa .
Senior High School, Cedar Falls, Iowa .

Literature for Adolescents (62a l6 5g), Professor, Department

of English Language and Literature, University of Northern
Iowa .

6.

Mr. Gerald Hodges, Teacher of High School

Library Materials (35a lJ4g), Assistant Professor, Library
Science Department, University of Northern Iowa.

The group selected is obviously not a random sample,

but in the opinion of the researcher they represent a con

siderable range of professional expertise on literature for

adolescents .

All of the individuals named have worked

directly with junior or senior high school students in the
fields of library services or language arts .

The three

practicing media specialists have developed media centers

commonly regarded by other professionals as models.
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Mrs.

Blow is a leader in the field of individualized reading in
Iowa and has developed an extensive program at Cedar Falls

High School.

Both Dr. LaRocque and Mr. Hodges are training

future English teachers and media specialists, respectively.
The researcher first contacted each expert by

phone in order to introduce the study and to request

participation.

Each one was then sent an information sheet

that included a statement of the hypothesis, the operational

definition of the junior premarital pregnancy novel, explana

tions of the five areas of concern, and a list of the three

goals of the study.

Also, the expert's role in the study

was explained in outline form.

Thus the expert, prior to

the interview, was atle to identify titles that met the

qualifications of the operational definition and to contemplate

the categories of concern.
included in Appendix A.

A sample information sheet is

Every title suggested by the interviewees as most

widely read was listed once.

Then a check was made next to

the title for each time it was suggested by the interviewees.

The ten titles with the largest number of checks were used.

In case of a tie, the researcher would have made the selection.
Data gathered from the interviews was categorized

on five by eight inch notecards under the most appropriate
sub ject headings.

Sub ject headings were the labels used

for the five areas of concern.

For each interview, a set of
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notecards was developed.

On the first notecard of the set

was a complete bibliographic citations

name of the interviewee,

his identification, place and date of the interview.

On sub

sequent notecards was the last name of the interviewee, the

date, the sub ject heading and the data relevant to that heading.

No card had more than one sub ject heading.

The classification of data in the professional

literature was very similiar.

As an article was studied,

pertinent information that related to one of the five

categories was recorded on a five by eight inch card with
the proper sub ject heading and abbreviated bibliographic
information.

The abbreviated bibliographic notation included

author, title and page number.

This information was adequate

because bibliographic entries have already been written for
the articles. As with the interviews, the researcher was

alert for an area of concern that was overlooked or under
estimated.

No addition or revision was in order.

In the case of the juvenile nonfiction dealing with

adolescent sexuality and its implications, the approach was

somewhat different.

Only two categories--adolescent

sexuality and didacticism--were used.
literature dealt directly with both.

The nonfiction

The researcher read

the introduction, conclusion and related chapters in each
of the books.

The information was categorized under the

appropriate sub ject heading.

was made.

For each book, a set of notecards

Like the interview notecards, on the first was

recorded a complete bibliographic citation,

author, title,

city, publisher and date.

Subsequent cards included just
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the sub ject heading and the author's last name.

When all the data was properly categorized, the cards

were arranged in stacks according to sub ject headings, not

by interviews, articles or nonfiction selections. From the

organized information a thorough discussion of each area of

concern was developed.

Each discussion concludes with the

formulation of a criterion statement.

A precise summary of explanation was written for each

criterion statement.

The list of five criteria statements

has been set apart from the discussion in the text.

Each is

underlined and accompanied by a precise summary of explanation.
The concise summaries focus for the reader the basic concepts

from which the criteria statements evolved.

The arrangement

of statements and summaries set apart in Appendix B is intended

to be a convenient reference for the reader when studying the
model critiques.

The ten titles were read, or reread if that was the

case, completely before specific evaluation by application

of the criteria began.

Each critique of the titles is two

hundred to two hundred and fifty words long and relates to

all the criteria.

A plot synopsis of approximately fifty

words precedes the critique. These are given in Appendix D.
The described methodology facilitated the solution

of the problem in this study.
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THE DISCUSSION
The detailed discussion that follows was developed

by applying the described methodology.

The data on which it

is based was analyzed and synthesized in a systematic way.

The three sources of data were the professional literature,

juvenile nonfiction dealing with adolescent sexuality,

and the interviews with the panel of media specialists and

teachers.

Information from the professional literature and

the interviews was carefully categorized according to the

five categories of adolescent sexuality, didacticism, sexism,
pat solutions, and stereotyped adults.

In the case of the

juvenile nonfiction, information relating to just the two

categories of adolescent sexuality and didacticism was
categorized.

Taking one category at a time, the researcher studied

the selected information from each source to determine the
specific organization most appropriate for the discussion

of that category.

The main discussion was divided into the

five general categories of concern.

The arrangement of the

categories begins with adolescent sexuality, followed by

didacticism, sexism, pat solutions, and stereotyped adults.
The last four categories subdivide according to the sources

of information:

"Professional Literature," "Interviews,"

and in the case of didacticism, "Juvenile Nonfiction."

All four also include the final subdivision "Criteria
Statement." Within that subdivision the researcher

synthesized all the information relating to the category.
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From the synthesis the researcher formulated and justified
a criteria statement.

The first category, adolescent sexuality, required a

different type of subdividision because of its complexity.
first two subdivisions deal with the dual nature of human
sexualitya

The

"Physical Aspect" and "Psychological Aspect."

The third subdivision, "Related Aspects," discusses how the

problems of graphic explicitness and language must be considered

when attempting to portray the physical and psychological aspects
of sexuality.

The discussions in these three subdivisions draw

information from both the professional literature and juvenile

nonfiction.

The last two subdivisions are the same as for the

other categoriesa

nrnterviews" and "Criteria Statement."

Consequently, each category discussion concludes with a formal
statement of criteria.
section.

The last division of the discussion is the conclusion
Treated in this section is the general quality of a

novel toward which the five criteria statements point.

Also

presented are the results of the survey on the most widely

read junior premarital pregnancy novels and recommendations

for future study.

Adolescent Sexuality

The operational definition of adolescent sexuality

used for this pro ject defines adolescent sexuality as the

particular beliefs and forms of behavior that adolescents

adopt in response to their sexual desires.
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The ma jority of writers identified in the literature

review argue that human sexuality is emotional as well as

physical, yet this dualism is frequently slighted or avoided
i� junior premarital pregnancy novels.
plea

The majority of them

for junior novelists to explore the inner feelings and

thoughts of a character in relation to his or her own sexuality.
ft

. it is my belief," states Engdahl, "that today's teenagers

want and need fiction that emphasizes the inner events of its
characters' lives more than the outward ones. "4 3 Neufeld, who
has written the most candid junior premarital pregnancy novel
to date, asserts that even though a significant part of

adolescent lives are spent thinking, dreaming, and worrying

about sex, novelists are only beginning to create characters
conscious of this. 44 Staneck focuses the concern when she

points out that the emphasis of the novels seems to be on the

consequences of sexual experimentatio�not on the feelings
and frustrations with which adolescents must deal.

She suggests

that the authors have ". . . failed to deal as deeply and
sincerely with the problem as it merits. . . . "4 5

Kraus agrees

when he complains that in books of this genre "· . . any show
of intimacy carries a warning of future danger. "46

The

implication always made, he believes, is that sex leads to
unhappiness.

Nelson laments the underlying hypothesis that sex

equals pregnancy and pregnancy is punishment for girls who have
43Engdahl, "Teenage Novels," p. 52.

44Neufeld, p. 147,

45staneck, "From Gestation to the Pill," p. 4047.
46 Kraus, p. 22.

. v1rg1n1
. . ·ty. 47
v10
. 1ated their
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Heilbrun notes that in this genre

of novel invariably the point is made that "good" girls can
"get caught" if they indulge. 4 8 Townsend illustrates the
same point with his reference to Liz in M:Y: Darling,

Mx Hamburger.

Liz, a high school senior, dates a demanding boy, becomes
pregnant, and disastrously attempts an illegal abortion.

Townsend compares her to a moth that flits "· . . periously
round the flame .
, " and later falls "scorched."4 9
In the opinion of these writers, it is the scorching that

dominates the junior premarital pregnancy novels.

Consequently, Townsend asks, "We've seen the flitting
and the scorching; what about the flame?"50 By "flame, "

Townsend means the inner sexual tensions adolescents experience

before, during and after sexual experimentation.
do not simply become pregnant.

Adolescent girls

They are sexually aware human

beings who respond to their O'Nn bodies and emotions, and
interact with other human bodies and emotions.

Authors who

leap across this reality of the adolescent experience are not
dealing with the problem of teenage sexuality and pregnancy

in any depth.

For clarity, the physical and emotional aspects of

adolescent sexuality are discussed separately.

In real life,

biological and emotional reactions are very interrelated.

Rarely do they operate independently.
Physical aspect.

Adequate fictional treatment of the physical

aspect of adolescent sexuality means acknowledgement of the
48
47 Nelson, p. 54 .
Heilbrun, p. JOO .
49
Townsend, "Pot and the Pill, " p. 2.

sexual urges teenage males and females experience ,

"The
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sub ject of youthful sex drives," Stanec k deplores, is usually
poorly handled or misunderstood. 51 She reminds readers

that ". . . a teenager can have a strong sexual urge without
an outside stimulant . " 5 2 By outside stimulant she means such

motivations as revenge against parents or excitement about a

football game.

Referring to the K insey studies, Obler points

out that the biological c apac ity of the male peaks during
adolescence. 5 3 Pomeroy, one of the writers of juvenile
nonfiction, verifies this observation. 54 This reality, Obler
says is directly confronted by adult imposed sanctions on
adolescent literature deal ing w ith sexual sub jec ts . 55

He ilbrun

too describes male adolescents as being in " · . . the most
sexually demanding period of their l ives. . . . " 56 Sex for

a boy, she says, is an on-going process and an encounter with

a new girl will be similiar to what he has already experienced .

For a girl, sex does not begin until intercourse, she explains.
Only after experience with a boy whom she loves or at least

of whom she is fond, does a girl discover her sexual being .

Heilbrun sees this resulting problem for adolescents :

. . . the tension between a boy who will demand
sex in the rear of a car with a girl whose name he
does not know, and a girl who wishes to awaken to
true sexuality is a real tension . . . 57

5 1 stanec k, "From Gestation to the Pill," p . 4048 .
53 oboler, p. 1 0 3 .
5 2stanec k, p . 404 9 .
54wardell B . Pomeroy, Girls and Sex ( New York :
Delacorte Press, 1 9 6 9 ) , p. 3 2.
55 Oboler, p. 10 3 ,
5 6Heilbrun, p. 3 01 .
5 7Heilbrun, p . 3 02.

Roiphe believes that with today's apparent openness about

sex and the availability of contraceptives

" · r

·
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. - 'going· allthe

way 1 is thought to be a sign of that much-desired adulthood. " 5 8
She wonders if this attitude results in peer pressure demands

for performance, demands that may be very difficult for teenagers
who still feel awkward and anxious about their own bodies .

All of these writers- -Staneck, Oboler, Heilbrun and Roiphe- are asking adults to be honest with teens and themselves

and acknowledge that teenagers can feel basic biological urges
that create physical tensions and challenging situations .
They are saying that to avoid dealing candidly with the

adolescent sexual

experience is to avoid reality as adoles

cents face it each day.

They are not saying that junior pre

marital pregnancy novels should focus candidly on the

sexual activities of adolescent characters, but that authors

must be honest about the how's and why's of teenage pregnancy .
Frank seems to fear that writers calling for this

kind of honesty are calling for a candidness th�t could be

harmful .

Considering a girl of 13 or 14, Frank questions,

"How much vicarious sexual experience is she ready for?
What will she do with her feelings thus aroused?"5 9 Speculates

Frank, ". . . are we in effect saying "Try it- -you'll like it? 1 "
Yolen most precisely answers Frank's argument.

60

"Exposure does not automatically equal temptation, " she declares . 6 1

Speaking with the same attitude as the majority, Yolen
5 8 Roiphe, p. 23.
6 1Yolen, p . 9.
7

5 9Frank, p. 4 6 .

6 0Frank, p . 47 .

denounces the kind of protection Frank advocates.

Adults
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are the ones who are threatened by such candidness, not

children she contends.

Children have already heard much

about subjects such as sex.

She asks, do we prefer to have

them whisper about sex in dark corners?

Or do we want them

to read about such subjects "· . . in a well written novel that
sheds light and truth. . . ."6 2

Pomeroy, author of Girls and Sex, in his introduction

for parents submits that a decision not to discuss a taboo

subject is to suggest that it is something frightful and ugly . 63
He further suggests that children who are confused about sex

because it is treated so secretively are more likely to explore
and experiment.

The writers in the nonfiction have much to say to

teens about their biological urges.

Bohannan, Johnson, Pomeroy

and Southard all discuss in detail the difference in male
and female sexual natures, but the similiarity in their

capacity to experience strong sexual urges.

is healthy in itself, adolescents are told.

The sex drive

Bohannan describes

it as ". . . an integral part of our personalities
that can "
of life "6 4

"

inform our emotions and enrich our experience

He feels that one keenly felt lack for the
adolescent is approved sex . 6 5 Interestingly, Pomeroy

maintains that many girls are uncertain how they feel about

64

63 Pomeroy, p. 1 9 .

Paul Bohannan, Love, Sex and Being Human ( Garden City :
Doubleday and Company, In� p76.6 5Bohannan, p . 137 .

sex becaus e society has taught them restraint . 6 6

Eric
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Johnson acknowledges the physical tensi ons adolescents have

in his discussion of masturbation .

After puberty almost all

boys and most girls, he reports, masturbate because it
relieves the sexual pressure they fee1 . 6 7 Says Helen Southard,

"New, more intense or more localized sex feelings usually occur
in adolescence . .

11 6 8

These four nonfiction writers have

somewhat different conclusions about sexual conduct but all

agree that sexual urges are real for adole scent� J

Two points, then, can be made about junior premarital

pregnancy novels in regards to their treatment of adolescent
sexuality .

F irst, novelists must acknowledge that adolescent

sexual urges are real .

Substituting "outs ide stimulants" as

a reason for intercourse in order to circumvent reference to
physical feelings is dishonest .

Probaly some teens do make

love only to revenge parents, but this unnatural motivation

should not be used only as an avoidance technique .

Second,

novelists should not dwell on the consequences of sexual

intercourse while ignoring the naturalness and healthiness of
the physical feelings that preceded the act .

None of the

writers , from Townsend to Southard, deny that sexual consequences
exist, but all encourage teens to regard their sexual feelings

as natural, not unhealthy or shameful .
66
67

Emphasis on consequences

Pomeroy, p . J O .

Eric w . Johnson , Sex : Telling It Straight ( Ph iladelphia 1
J. P. Lippincott Company, 1 9 7 0 ) , P· 4 7 ·
68

ttelen F . Southard, Sex Before Twenty ( New York :
Dutton and Company, Inc. , 1 967), P · 1 5 .

E. p.
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implies that something is dangerous.

The demand is that junior premarital pregnancy novelists

place their e mphasis on the inner character.

In relation to

the physical aspect of adolescent sexuality, this means

acknowledging the biological urges te ens fe el and exploring
some of the physical tensions that result .

Psychological aspect.

Exploration of the inner character in

relation to his own sexuality involves looking at the
psychological as well as biological aspect .

In fact, writers

in the professional literature are especially concerned about

the handling of the psychological aspect of adolescent sexuality

in the juvenile literature .

Wersba, a junior novelist herself,

wants very much to se e sex in young adult novels treated in a
different way .

American fiction, she fe els is preoccupied with

the genital aspect of sex when sex in humans is primarily an
interaction of human minds . "Sex in humans, " she insists, '
" succe eds or fails because of mental response . . . . People

respond to one another because of what is in their heads - - and
hearts " 6 9 B ecause of our genital preoccupation we have. not

be en able to ask and deal with some important questions for

young people about sexual intercourse s

is it awful?
degrading?

Or can it be both?
Is it ridiculous? " 7 O

" Is it terrific?

Is it beautiful?

Is it

Or

Preoccupied with the intent

to tell it l ike it is, American novelists and some young adult

novelists often end up discussing the interaction of parts not
69

wersba, p . 44.

human beings.

For this reason Wersba sincerely considers
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Wutherip_g Heights much more erotic than Portnoy's Complaint .

Sex in Wuthering Heights is an interworking of heads and hearts,

not merely biological parts. 7 1
Wersba .

Neufeld perceives the problem in the same way as

Neufeld says he has read no j unior premarital pregnancy

novels in which the heroine is allowed to do more than wake up

with a case of morning sicknes s. "How, pray did she get that
way?" he asks . 7 2 He wonders : Was it en joyable, or unhappy?

Was it a first time?

What were her thoughts before and after?

Concludes Neufeld, "Sensuality, as well as babies, exis ts, af ter
all . u 7 3
Townsend's ques tion, "What about the flame?" implies

the same specific ques tions Wersba and Neufeld ask .
junior premarital pregnancy novel,

!!'.LY_

In the

Darling, M;L Hamburger,

Townsend protes ts, the novelist jumps from Liz ' s flitting near
the flame to her collapse as a scorched pregnant girl .

In

other words, the reader is made aware by Liz's veiled comment s

that she i s probaly having intercourse with her boyfriend, but

from that disclosure the s tory j umps to her announcement that
she is pregnant .

The novelis t mis ses the opportunity " · . . to

supersede at las t the row of asterisk or s trictly clinical account
or the romantic euphemisms. 11 74 Why couldn't we see these two
as lovers, perhaps even happy ones ?, Townsend asks .

7 1 wersba, p . 46 .

7 2 Neufeld, p , 14 7 ,

74 Townsend, "Pot and the Pill," p . 2 .

J4
Junior premarital pregnancy novelists who make the

kind of jump Zindel makes overshoot " · . . the heart of the
" in Townsend ' s opinion . 7 5 Jumping over questions
story .

about the quality of the sexual relationship between the

novel ' s adolescent lovers leaves young readers with the

distorted, oversimplified impression that sexual activities
create problems, usually the very serious one of pregnancy .

Yet, certainly the way the heroine handles the dilemma of

pregnancy is directly affected by the quality of relationship

she and her lover had .

Young readers are more curious and

concerned about their sexual relationship than how each of
them informs his parents .

Young readers desire not just how-to

information, but trustworthy insight into what sexual intercourse

between adolescents is like .

is it?

Not, how do you do it?

before, during and after?

What kind of emotional experience
But, how does it affect you-

Writers must give adolescents the

opportunity for this insight into the sub ject of sex, Wersba
proclaims.

As human beings, what they need to explore "
is not outer space but inner space. " 7 6

The human quality is what is missing in junior premarital

pregnancy novels, Heilbrun affirms.

Referring to six novels

in particular, Heilbrun submits that they are "· . . honest

in their way but so achingly hollow at the center where a
.. 7 7 She notes a variety
human being is supposed to be .

of problems with how the girls in the stories see themselves,
7 6 Wersba, p . 46 .

7 7Heilbrun, p . 02 .
J

but one is their attitude toward their own sexuality .

Not
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one girl is able to view herself a s a special human being,

only as a collection of female organs or a "throbbing womb . 1 1 7 8
Neufeld, too, is concerned that novelists emphasize

the � inner space" of their adolescent characters .

He admires

Townsend ' s handling of an adolescent sexual experience in
Townsend ' s novel Good Night, Prof, Dear . 79 The central

character, a shy, conservative, middle clas s adolescent dreams
and worries about sex.

Then he makes love with a girl somewhat

older and much more worldly .
and repeats it .

He actually en joys intercourse

There is little explicitnes s about physical

activities, but much reporting of Graham ' s thoughts and emotions .
The focus is on how Graham is affected a s a human being .

" . . . Kids in books," Neufeld summarizes, " . . . should be

allowed the same freedom of their imaginings they are allowed
.A nything les s is, to me, dishonest 0 8 0
in real life
Related aspects .

Dealing honestly with the physical and

psychological aspects of adolescent sexuality is difficult

because our culture frowns upon sexual experimentation during
adolescence . 8 1 The junior novelist anticipates two fears
among adult evaluators, graphic explicitnes s about sexual
activities and candid, coarse language .

Writers in the

profes sional literature remind junior novelists and other

adults that honesty about sexuality does not directly relate
7 8 Heilbrun, p . 0 0 .
79Neufeld, p . 1 0 .
3
S O ibid .
5
8 1 staneck, From Gestation to the Pill," p . 404 .
7
11

to graphicness .
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Wersba says outright , "

I ' m not asking

for graphic explicitness in children's books, but for depth

and truth . " 8 2

Matter of fact, s ome times sensuous , explicitness

is ne eded to move the plot or to background thoughts and

emotions .

Neufeld complains about the novelists who start in

the direction of a sex scene and then awkwardly shy away from
it .

Due to their " obl ique references," young readers m iss

whole incidents or wonder at what part icular incidents mean . 8 3

As noted before, sexual scenes in To�msend's novel Go od Night,
Prof, Dear are not very explic it but the reader understands

what happened and generally how.

Thus, some explicitness is

necessary, but an emphasis on the psycholog ical side of

sexuality, as compared to a preoccupation with the phys ical,
precludes the need for numerous graphic details .

The particular problem the psychological side presents

is language .

While American culture frowns upon sexual

experimentation during adolescence, it does allow sex to be

talked about quite fre ely in public and in varying degrees of
frankness in the media.

This public dialogue on sex ranges

from the tasteful to the sordid .

C onsequently , adolescent peer

groups today exhibit a fre edom of language probably not experienced

by their parents at the same age

What sexual vocabulary an

adolescent does not acquire at home or at the movies , he will

most likely learn from his peer group .

Some adults try to shield

adolescents from this language that bothers them , but not the
82 wersba, p . 46 .

B JNeufeld , P · 1 5 1 .

adolescents who frequently use such language themse lve s .
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Roiphe, the parent of t e enagers, spe aks to that situation :
ttMuch of the mystery of sex may be gone ,

Its taboos have be en

broken and adole scents use stre e t language the way pediatricians
of my childhood used viole t-gentian on anything at all . " 84

Honest portrayal of the sexual thoughts and fe e lings

of teenage fictional characters some times requires language
that is offensive to some adults .

One nonfiction writer, Eric

Johnson, includes a brief glossary of slang words re lated to

sex and a chapter entitled "Words and Sex . "

In that chapter,

T e lling It Straight , Johnson recognizes the

of his book Sex 1

problem of sexual language and suggests how young people might

deal with it :

Most of the words a lot of people use when they
talk about sex never get written down in books like
this one . This is funny because most kids know and
use the words . But many people be lieve they are bad
words . . .
You se e, a lot of people think it is bad to talk
fre e ly about sex . They also think words about sex are
bad . They think the short, easy words are the worst .
But l e t us play straight : I t is not bad to talk about
sex . Sex aad sex words are not bad unless you use
them badly . c:3 5

Sure ly this advice is suitable for junior nove lists and

adult evaluators .

at times warrented .

incredibility .

Candid sexual remarks and explicitness are
To deliberate ly avoid the m can cre ate

Equal ly incredible would be any effort to use

teen sexual language simply in an effort to reach the adolescent

reader .

If junior nove lists are to portray human adolescents,
84

Roiphe, p . 8 8 .

85Johnson, p . 1 .
3

they must be able to use the language that reflects their
characters' humanity .
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S peaking on the sub ject of the problem

adolescent novel, Ken Donelson expresses the view that " · . .

adolescents in many contemporary novels do sound like real

human beings with all the linguistic faults and virtues of
real people . " 86 At the same time, Townsend and Neufeld express
dissatisfaction with the style of language in such novels .

Townsend observes that novelists have yet to supersede the

asterisks, the clinical accounts, and the euphemisms .

Neufeld

feels that adolescent characters are not yet really free to

use the words and play with the ideas that make them whole
peo ple . 8 7

If fictional adolscent characters are allowed to be

whole human b e ings, their s exual experiences will be communicated
as steps toward adulthood .

A mong some adults exists the myth

that having sex means automatic entry into adulthood .

A mong

adolescents to o is the false notion that "going all the way"
is the sign of adulthood . 8 8 Yet, clearly, an act o r two o f
intercourse does not transform an adolescent into an adult .

Novelists have an obligation to portray sexual experiences as
maturing processes .

A dishonest portrayal seems to communicate

that touching sex flings one into the adult world, and often a

world with overwhelming adult problems .

Sexual experiences

are maturing processes, not immediate maturation .

Adolescents

86Donelson, u problem Adolescent Novel," speech, April, 1 7 3 .
9
88R oiphe, p . 2 .
8 7Neufeld, p . 1 2.
3
5
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and adults may confuse sophistication with maturity .
not synonymous .

They are

For example, information from the public

dialogue and the media may have hastened adolescents' sophis

tication in regards to sexual behavior, but probably has, not
enhanced their understanding of their own sexuality . 8 9 According
to Richard Beck :

. . . the best youth novels portray adolescence as
a maturing process . Though the focus may be upon being
young, there is a sense of future- -a sense of becoming
as well as being. 9 0

The conclus ions of writers in the professional literature,

supported by opinions from writers of juvenile nonfiction on

sexuality can now be summarized more precisely .

Honest treat

ment of adolescent sexuality looks deeply into the sub ject of

sex.

In such treatment, the focus is on the inner character

and the physical urges and emotional reactions generated from

within, with which he must cope .
of explicitness and language .

Such honesty presents problems

The novelist must not be intimi

dated by either, and must use the type of language and degree

of explicitness necessary to create human adolescent characters .

An honest portrayal will depict sexual experimentation as a

maturing process, not simply as an initiation into full-fledged

adulthood .

Interviews .

The interviewees were not given a detailed analysis

of why the writers in the professional literature considered the

portrayal of adolescent sexuality in junior premarital pregnancy
8 9 Wersba, p. 4 .
7

9 0Peck,

p. 20.5 .
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novels as generally dishonest .

The y were s imply told , by

means of the information she et and the researcher ' s introductory
remarks , that treatment of adole scent s exuality is considere d ,
in many cas e s , to be dishonest and unrealistic because it is
dealt with on a superficial level , a level that focuses on

conse quences and neglects frustrations.

The interviewe es' opinions do not s how the high degre e

of concensus existent in the professional literature.

But all

six on the panel , directly or by implication , agre ed that the
psychological or e motional side of adolescent sexuality does

not receive adequate attention .

Linda Waddle , high school me dia specialist , states this

Citing examples of highly popular books

opinion most directly.

with allusions to sex , she says the y appeal to today' s sophis

ticate d high schoolers because the y are more realistic than the
junior premarital pregnancy genre. 91

She attributes the ir

realism to the fact that the y go into more detail about sex as

a relationship betwe en a couple.

In the s e books , " · . . pregnancy
is the result of an affair , " she stress e s . 9 2 Discussion of

intercours e is more detaile d and covers the emotional as well

Concludes Waddle , "Emotion is part of
I' d like to se e more books with it . "93

as the physical aspects .

the whole experience .

The other high school media specialist on the panel ,

Doris Fistler , also thinks the novels deal inadequately with

9 1statement by Linda Waddle , high school media specialis t ,
pers onal interview , Cedar Falls , Iowa, April 2 2 , 1976 .

adolescent feelings and frustrations .

She describes the
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n ovels ' treatment of adolescent sexuality as " fairly
consecutive. " 94

Junior high school media specialist Virginia Thoms on ' s

remarks reflect a concern f or the emotional aspect.

Junior

high girls are very interested in nonfiction bo oks on maturing,
physical and emotional, she observes . 9 5 Often embarras sed to

be seen with nonfiction, the girls go to fiction f or information
about sex and f or insight about relationships with boys .

Be

cause she was frequently, s ometimes blushingly, asked by junior

high girls f or junior premarital pregnancy novels, Thoms on put

the sub ject heading Pregnancy-Fiction in her card catalog .
"Girls are seeking information, " she repeats . 9 6 In her opinion,
the genre is widely read by junior high girls because it is a
s ource of information for them .

Her rationale f or describing the junior premarital

pregnancy novel Growing Q]2 in � Hurry as an honest bo ok further

reflects concern for the emotional aspect .

The featured couples '

lovemaking almost seems right, she states, because their sexual
experience is a proces s in which they grow to know one another
and themselves . 9 7
Empathy with fictional characters, specifies reading

teacher Barbara Blow, is what makes a bo ok meaningful for young
94 statement by Doris Fistler, high s cho ol media specialist,
personal interview, Cedar Falls, I owa, May 2 1, 1 9 7 6 .
9 5statement by Virginia Thoms on, junior high media special
is t, pers onal interview, Cedar Falls, I owa, April 1 5, 1 9 7 6 .
96 rbid .
9 7 Ibid.

readers . 9 8
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When they can hear a fictional character think a

thought they had actually had, and had felt guilty about, the

b ook b ecome s meaningful for them .

Like Thoms on, the junior

premarital pregnancy novel., Blow identifie s as e specially good,

is a novel she describ e s as " introspective . u

The Longe s t W e ekend,

she a s s e rt s, is e specially good because it examine s the girl's

fe elings bef ore, during, and after her premarital pre gnancy . 99
"Human s exuality in adole scence is a human, curious,

que sting thing, " remarks university ins truct or Gerald Hodge s . 1 0 0
Referring t o his lis t of the genre, h e feels John Neufeld in

F or All the Wrong R eas ons come s the clo s e s t to hone s t treatment
of the sub ject .

of f e elings . " 1 0 1

Neufeld offers an

u•

•

•

h one s t repre s entation

Says Hodge s, Neufeld most openly discus s e s the

f e elings of the involve d adole s cents in a fairly po sitive way .

As a generalization, he confirms the as s ertions of writers in
the prof e s sional lite rature that there is m ore dealing with

consequence s than f e el ings .

" I won't say that the treatment is superficial, " Dr .
· t ains
· . 1 0 2 T o say t 1ne nave 1 s ' por t raya 1 s are
LaR ocque main
9 8 s tatement by Barbara Blow, reading teache r, pers onal
interview, Ce dar Falls, Iowa, May 13, 1976 .
99 rbid .

1 0 0 s tatement by Gerald :ifodge s, as sistant profe s s or of
library science, pers onal interview, C edar Falls, Iowa, April
1 2, 1 976 .

l O i ibid .
1 02 s tatement by Dr . Geraldine LaRocque, profe s s or of
English, pers onal interview, C edar Falls, I owa, April 26, 1 976 .
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unrealis tic is difficult when they are evaluated as a whole .

For example , s he explains , not all teenagers get pregnant after
one act of intercourse , but it is s till a pos sibility .
does realism lie?" s he persists . 1 0 3

"Where

By implication , Dr . LaRocque recognizes the significance

of examining feelings in such novels .

According to a s tudy by

S hores and Harlan , s he reports , young people go to friends and

other people for information .

vicarious experience "

From novels , they want a

The desire for a vicarious experience

seems synonymous with the desire for empathy

Though it appears

that S hores and Harlan ' s s tudy conflicts with Thomson ' s ob serva
tion on the desire for information , perhaps not directly .

In

the researcher's opinion , Thomson speaks of information in a

broad sense .

S he does suggest girls seek factual information

from fiction , but also insight into emotions and behavior _

Thomson , Dr . LaRocque , and Blow , Hodges , Fis tler and Waddle all

agree in s pirit , that young readers want and need acces s to the

inner thoughts and feelings of their fictional characters .

No panel members , except Hodges and Thomson , allude

s pecifically to physical urges as a point of consideration .

Hodges observes that there seems to be a Puritanical re jection
of a purely physical attraction i
attraction can be

2_

Yet , he sugges ts , "Physical

kind of love. "104

S ome writers in the

profes sional literature consider retaliation against parents

as a motivation for sex , to be a den ial of physical tensions

by the novelis t . Thomson , though , regards retaliation as a
1 04no
.r d
· t erview
.
A
ges- , in
, �pr
i• 1 1 5 , 1 9 76
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· . 10 5
. t 1c
rea 1 is
· mot ive

Explicitness, language, and accompanying censorship

are issues discussed by panel members under this category of

concern .

Bl ow sees l 1· ttle sexua 1 exp 1 1c1
· · tness in
. the genre . 1 06

Due to possible censorship and an audience of young people,
junior novelists avoid explicitness, she speculates .

She con

trasts the junior premarital pregnancy novel to The Cheerleader

by Ruth Doan MacDougall, one of the highly popular novels in

Cedar Falls High School .

While the junior premarital pregnancy

novel avoids explicitness, The Cheerleader, copyrighted in 1 9 7 3 ,
is "too uncomfortably realistic" for some parents .

The goal

of the junior premarital pregnancy novel, anyway, is not to

serve as a sex manual, comments Blow .
a time.

"We must take a step at
Writing about premarital pregnancy was a step . " 1 0 7

For the same reasons given by Blow, Thomson guesses

that novelists approach the sub ject with fear .

She adds the

interesting note that for seventh graders the sub ject "
maybe should be toned down, but not made unrea.1 . 0 1 0 8

Waddle ob jects to the genre particularly because it

does avoid explicitness .

Sophisticated high schoolers are

not interested in the generalizations of the junior premarital
pregnancy novel, she reports.

They are reading the more

explicit novels like The Cheerleader, the book mentioned by
Blow.

"You could read these books lli_er list of junior
10 5 Thomson, interview, April 15, 1 9 76 .
10 7 rbid .
106Blow, interview, May 1 , 1 9 76 .
3
108 Thomson, interview, Apr il 15, 1 76 .
9
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premarital pregnancy novel i} and s t ill not know what makes y ou
pregnant , "

Waddle c omplains .

T he mos t frus t rat ing t hing , she

c ont inue s , is that there are no d e t ails ab out what you should
or should not d o .

She pre fers for girl s t o r ead b o oks like

Junior premari tal pregnancy novels are
" • • • kind o :: old hat . 1 1 1 1 O

The Chee rlead e r .

Hodge s ' r e s pons e refle c t s ideas in b oth Waddle ' s and
:Blow ' s c orru11ent s .

" S ome authors rriay have b e en brave in j us t

dealing with the t opic , even if they have n o t d e alt expli c i t ly
111
wit h it , " he sugge s t s .
Junior prerr.arital pregnancy nove ls
do not have t o be t o t ally expli c it , but nei ther should t hey be
s o implicit as t o be unre a li s t i c .

�o support his p o int , Hodee s

remar�e d ab out Penningt on ' s Heir , a j unior premarital pre gnancy
novel :

" I had t o read it s even t iE e s in ord er t o ci e t er:nine that
t hey had s ex . " 1 1 2
Fistler t end s t o t hink a protlem an author �ust have
i s the c cnc ern ab out c ens orship , on the one hand , and c onc ern
about int e ll e ctual fre e d om or� the other .

" St ill , in our

c ormnun i t i e s w e are conc errLe d about the language our s tud en t s
us e oper..ly c.nd c ommonly i n t h e ha.ll s or on t h e s tre e t s . " 1 1 3
A e are c oncerne d , she e laborat e s , i f that language i s put in
print and handed t o s tudent s .

The c omnunity ' s view , if this

happens , is t hat t he s chool has " approve d " the language .

An

at t empt t o p ort ray fe e lings reali s t i cally require s that the
1 1 0 1 ,..,..., 1.. d •
1 1 2 1 ,O J.. d
4. •

1 1 1 Hodge s , int ervi ew , Arril 1 2 , 1 976 •
1 1 3 �� i· s t l er , in
"T
..._
� 1 , 1 9 76 •
· t ervi· ew , Kay
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author us e t he s tud ent language .
int o opp o s i t i on .

But if he d o e s , he may run

" Adult s re ading t hi s ad o le s c ent mat erial

run int o the ir own hang-ups ab out the type o f 12.ngu.age us e d . 1 1 4
�is t ler ' s ttough t s on the problem of language are very clo s e
t o thos e expre s s e d i n the pro fe s si onal lit eratur e .
Hodge s and Waddle generally c onfirm the c oncern in the
pr ofe s s i onal lit erature that ad ole s cent s exuality , in many
cas e s , is treat e d in a superfi c ial way .

On the c ontrary , Dr .

LaR o c que d o e s not c onfirm the a s s ert i on .

She feels r e ality

i s t oo c omplic at e d an i s sue on which t o generali z e .
d oe s Thoms on .

Ne ither

She t hinks the novel s ade quat e ly mee t the ne e d s

of the j unior high girls who are patrons o f her ins t ruc t i onal
med ia cent er .

She i s more c onc erned about how the novel s

negl e c t the boy ' s p o i�t o f view .

She fe e l s j uni or high b oy s

s eek a s ourc e of in:ormat i on t o o , but d o n o t find t h e j unior
1
premarital pregnancy novel an a c c e pt able one . 1 5 Fis t ler and
Blow perc e ive a d e liberat e c ons e rvat ivene s s in the treatment ,
but c once de that i t �ay be ne c e s sary .
Crit eria s t at ement .

Obviously , not all on the panel agre e with

the writ ers in t he pro:e s s i onal lit erature about the quality of
the treatment of ad ole s c ent s exuality in j uni or premarit al preg
nancy novels .

Howeve r , all at t e s t t o the importanc e of examining

the e�ot i ons as s o c iat e d with s exual ity .

Though c ons iderat i on

of phy s i cal urge s d o e s not r e c eive much support :rem the pane l ,
the p o int i s well enoueh sub s t antiat e d in the pr ofe s s i onal
1 1 4 Ibid .

1 1 5 Thons on , int ervi ew , April 1 5 , 1 97 6 .
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Another

lit erature to b e included in the crit eria stat ement.

point sufficient ly validat ed by the profe s s ional lit erature ,

and by s ome panel members , is that hone s t , in-dept h t reatment
s omet ime s , not always , require s a d egre e of expli citne s s and

s tyle of language offens ive t o s ome ad�lt s .

Thus , fr om the

ent ire discus s i on on this cat eeory o f c oncern , the re s e archer
evolve s this crit eria s t at ement :

Csing the explicitne s s and language ne ces sary ,
the novel explor e s the physical 2...nd psychologic al
aspe ct s of adolesc ent s exuality.

Didact icism

The s e cond area of c oncern is didac t i c i sm .

Didac t i c i sn

is the int ent i on or t endency , obvious or subtle , t o r e c ommend

c ertain □oral value s t o the read er. A j uni or novel dealing with

the s ens i tive problem of t e enage premarital pregnancy i s very
susceptible t o didac t i c i sm , obvi ous or subtle .

An o bvi ous

exampl e of this t end ency appeared in the pre c e d ing c at egory
o f c onc ern .

Noveli s t s have t ended t o dwell on the negat ive

c ons equence s of premarital int erc ourse ins t ead of exploring
the how and why behind the act .

Fo cus on c onsequenc e s

unque s t ionably supp ort s the strict s o c ial s t andard for
premarital chas t ity.

Profe s s i onal lit erature .

The writ ers in the profe s s i onal

lit erature are unanimous in their opini on that the genre in

general is d idac t i c.

Sinc e every wri t er rep ort s i t s exi s t enc e ,

what d o they s e e as the general SJ'illpt ons ?
Kraus offers .

A l oud , clear t heme ,

In many of the novels in the genre "

...

t he
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theme c omes through clearly that girls who indulge in premarit al

sex are ' askine for trouble. • 11 1 1 6

Another loud theme , poses

Heilbrun , is that "good " girls are usually the ones who get
caught . 1 1 7
The " last chanc e " at t itude is another sympt on.

"When

our children c ome int o their t eens , " explains Babbitt , "we

have a kind of last chance • • • feeling that now is the

moment to drum away , because obviously their personalit ies are
not formed and they are desperately in need of m oral instruc
t i on. •• 1 1 8

No where is this at t i tude more apparent t han in

re cent teenage problem fi c t i on , she maintains.

The general purpose of the novel can be sympt omati c

of didact i c ism .

S ome j unior novels are written t o perform a

c ommunity service , proposes Hent off. 1

1

°
J

Such novels are

deliberately shaped t o instruct or influence.

Kraus c omplains

that some of the novels of the early 19 7 0 ' s " • • • are virtu

ally instruct i onal bo oklets presented in a fic t i onal format . " 1 20
Behind this purpose lies the beli ef that fic t i on has the power
t o t e ach and t o dramat ize values . 1 2 1 For the j u..� ior novel ' s
power t o b e used virtuously , i t must promot e the t rad it i onal

values of the c ommunity.

A subtle sympt on that genuinely c oncerns Wersba is

camaflouging the Old Iviorali ty with the 1•;ew Sex.
116
1 1

Kraus , p . 21.

1

1 7 Heilbrun , p . 2 99.

9Hent off , " Gett ing Insid e , " p. 5 28.

1 2 1 Burt on , p . 2 50 .

Explains
1

1

18

Babbi t t , p. 3 3 .

20Kraus , p . 21.
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Wer s ba , in the old bo oks , the c ouple went t o the movi e s and
aft erwards had a C oke .

smoke pot and eo to bed .

In the c ont em p orary novel s , they
Eow liberal tte r e c ent novel s s e em .

" But when y ou examine t he s e b ooks c l o s e ly , you find that the

morality i s s t ill t h e same ; t hat a j ud gm ental q uality pervad e s . " 1 2 2
Those who are pregnant are s orry and t L o s e who were pr omis cuous
are guilty .

He ilbrun id ent i fie s this fallacy t o o .

Juvenile

novel publishers are kidd ing themse lve s if the y think t he ir
r e c ent j uni or p remarit al pregnancy novels are b e ing more hone st
and informative t han earlier one s , she exclaims .
are s t ill making the s ame didact i c point s . 1 2 3

The novels

Young read e r s can t ell when a b o ok de liberately att empt s
t o instruct and the y "t end t o re s i s t that , Hent off submi t s . 1 2 4
• t e enagers s c orn b ooks that are not
Engdahl argue s , "
hone s t . " 1 2 5 The y are " • • • qui ck t o spot a phony , " en j oins
Ba 1-,u �O l· tt • 1 2 6
However , Kraus c i t e s t he exam p le of a morali s t i c j uni or
pre�arital pregnancy n ove l , A Girl Like Me , t hat has s old fairly
7

1
.
w e _1 1 in
spi. t e o ..p� i• t s d i. d ac t i. c na t ure . 2 ·

�
D· one � s on c once d e s

that p r oblem ad ole s c ent novels ult imat ely make a relat ively
obvi ous p oint , but without s er�onizing .

The didac t i c t endency

is not a s eri ous fault , he maint ains , b e caus e " • • • mos t
ad ole s cent readers SLi p that j unk anyway . " 1 28
1 2 2 1v1.r ers ,oa , p . 4 6
•

1

2 3 Heilbrun , p
. 2 99 .

1 24T-T
.... en t O ..i..-Pf , " Ge t t irJ.g Ins ide , " p . 5 58 •

1 2 5 .un
1:' g· cta
, .....
1--- 1 , " T e enage I·"T ove 1 s , " p . 5 1
1 2 7Kraus , p . 2 1 .

1 28

•

1· 26 B· a b,., 0 1' t t , p . 37 •

Done l s on , " Pr oblem Ad ole s c ent Kove i , "
s p e e ch , Ap ril , 1 973 .
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The argument about whether young people reject novels
with didacticism or not see�s superflous.
might be this:

The crucial issue

How does didacticism limit the meaningfulness

of the adclescent reading experience?

Even if an adolescent

chooses to read a didactic junior premarital pregnancy novel,
how wide a view of life is he allowed?
Didacticism does not effectively regulate human behavior;
it perpetuates narrowness of vision.

"I do not suggest that

authors advocate premarital sex for teens, but neither do I
believe • . . narrow views of the situation

teenage pre�arital

pregnancy

will in any wa�r control, lir:it, or help with the
proo, 1em," proposes s+vaneck.129 Rather than attempting to

dictate behavior, the intent of their fiction should be to get
young people to ask questions, res�,onds Hentoff.130 Wholesome
adolescent growth involves the widening of the mental horizon.
Engdahl expands on this point.

Junior novels of quality, she

"Themes are
confined to neither traditional ideas or fashionable ones." 1 31
says, have ideas worth pondering and discussing.

A didactic approach restricts the choice of theEes.
To avoid a didactic approach is to accomplish a feat,
Finn states.132 In fact, Eabbitt thinks it is useless to outlaw
instruction altogether in books for young people.

"Such a ban

1298tanecK, "From Gestation to the Pill," p. 4050.
130H.:.ent OI.J..,
.... _p "nack to You, Nat," p. 38 •
131Engdahl, "Teenage :Jovels," p. 51 •
17;2
./ Finn, p. 471.
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would put too e.:reat a strain or.. human nature." 1 ).,/7;

She can

�7

tolerate some"gentle instruction," but,

she demands:

It is time we stopped yelling at teenagers about
the wetness of the water, and started tryi�g to share
with them the continual process of discovery of all
the eler:ients o: life, a process through which we,are
endl,�sly passing, all of us together--regardless of
age• .,/4
· .
This sharing encourages questions, speculations and
thoughts that will help adolescents sort out some kind of
purposeful pattern :or themselves.

The junior prenarital

pregnancy novel's purpose then 1 is not to direct ,.. but to help
its adolescent readers discover a neaningful life direction
for themselves.135
Juvenile nonfiction.

The state�ents of purpose in the juvenile

nonfiction validate this approach.

The nonfiction authors,

with

consciously try to avoid didacticism. "I do not
try to make any decisions for the reader," declares Johnson. 136
one exception,

He does not tell his readers how they should behave.
instead,

He trys,

to present all the facts and discussions the reader

needs in order"••• to make his own c:ioices respo:hsibly. 11 1 37
He

tells readers he makes this assumption:

can be used in a good or bad way,

sex is a power that

but people will use their

sexual power responsibly if they have adequate information.
In a familiar refrain,

Pomeroy notes t�ere has been too

nuch emphasis on the question of premarital intercourse,
133Babbitt,

p. 33.

134 Babbitt, p. 7.
3

135 Hentoff, "Eack to You, l\at," p. 38.
137Ibid.

especially

1�6 Johnson,
,,1

p. 5.
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for girls,

and little on how they feel about what they do.

He does not prohibit premarital intercourse.

He advises a

girl to learn about all the consequences and Dreventions
before she Iakes any decisions about intercourse.

She is

then better able to �ake a decision and handle the results,
if any. 1 38
"I am r..ot advocating any specific ri:oral behavior,"
enjoins Bohannan. 139 "In this book I have not said 'Don't'
or 'Wait for r:iarriage.•0 1 40

Like Johnson and Pomeroy,

he

advocates decisions based on accurate knowledge of alternatives
instead of fear or superstition.

He advises teenagers to make

conscious decisions about their own moralities,
corr.Jnunity standards as they do so.

and to consider

They do not have to adhere

to cori�unity values but they need to be prepared to handle a
negative commULity attitude i= their sexual values differ.
Bohannan �akes the interestir..g observation that finding one's
1 1
. ...
. a constant on-going
.
own moral·t
i y is
process in �ife. 4
Even ?ierce,
girls,

who specifically addresses single,

pregnant

states that her goal is to describe all the alternatives

so the cirls can make their own responsible choices about their
present and future. 1 42 Pierce's book is extrenely objective,
almost impersonal in places.

There is no hint of chastisement

or judg□ent.

?ress,

138�..::omeroy, p. 1 23• 139B Ol.i..annan,
�
p • XJ_�II.
1 41
140 Bohannan, p. 1 .
Bohannan, p. 1 1 5.
4
142Ruth I. Pierce, Sin5le and Pregnant (Boston:
1970), p. XVI.

Beacon

Southard's approach is more didactic.
others,

She,
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like the

presents a wide range of information and encourages

personal decision rraking.

But she goes the next step and

recommends that youne people decide on prenarital chastity. 14 3
Her reasons for not having prenarital intercourse dominate her
discussion of the pro's and con's.

Her recommendations seem

to be an attempt to direct, and t.r..us contradict her clair:i that
individuals should make their own decisions.
The view in the professional literature that adolescent
fiction should stimulate questions,

speculations, and thoughts

seems very compatible with the approach of the first four non
fiction writers.

Careful,

personal decision �aking based on

accurate information and balanced discussion,
them,

is definitely a discovery process.

as advocated by

In such a process,

an adolescent sorts out for himself a meaningful pattern of
values and behavior.
Interviews.

Though most writers in the professional literature

consider didacticism to be a definite problem with the genre,
suprisingly,

the majority of panel �embers do not.

not being"too preachy, " Blow remarks. 144

Authors are

They are" • • • trying

to offer a sympathetic view of a situation that could happen to
anyone. '
' 1 '1· 5 Their intent, she adds, is not to present moral
guides.
"I didn't feel they were preaching at me about the rights

143 southard, p. 63.
145T.L ..
d
Ol. •

144 Blow, interview, May 13, 1976.
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and wrongs," Waddle comments in regards to her list of most
widely read titles. 146 Fistler, too, specifies that the five
titles she listed do not preach. 14 7

Thomson bases her response on observations of her
junior high readers: "Teenagers reading them @unior prermrital
pregnancy novelaj don't seem to regard preaching as a problem."148
They read the novels and recommend them to friends, she reports.
Dr. La.Rocque and Hodees express somewhat different views
from the 8.ajority and each other.
genre is still didactic.

Dr. LaRocque submits that the

The novels use some scare techniques.

But she is not convinced that didacticism should be too serious
a concern.

After all, she reports, the adolescent novel has

always been didactic.
should be. 149

Flato, she adds, thought all literature

Hodges, more than any other member of the panel, regards
didacticism as a problem. "As a eenre, they are cautionary,"
he generalizes. 15 0 The theme--don't have sex--comes through
loud and clear.

The theme is moralistic and preachy.

If a

girl reads five and takes them seriously, speculates Hodees,
she could have a problem.
Fistler and Thomson do not perceive such negative effects
from the approach in junior premarital pregnancy novels.

Unless

didacticism is very obvious, Fistler doubts whether a young
146 waddle, interview, April 22, 1976.
147ristler, interview, May 21, 1 76.
9

148Thomson, interview, A�ril 15 , 1976.
1491a.Rocque, interview, April 26, 1976.
1 50i-ocees,
,
•
·
1:r
i�terview,
· � 12, 1976 .
Apri�

reader feels she is being preached at. "I'm not convinced
that a young person involved in this,
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the eirl who is pregnant

or in love,

is looking for a lesson in this, though we as
adults do." 1 51 Fistler suspects eirls are relating to the
novels after the fact.

They are not necessarily being guided

by the books.
In contrast,

Thomson remarks, "I think kids are looking

for �essages on the subject. These kids will forgive these
books a lot. '1 1 52 Adolescents may even want some preaching,
she affirms.
Dissatisfied with what he considers a didactic approach,
Hodges pleads for a genre that is"in-between."

Young people

need to know that consequences are not always happy.
of didacticism is positive,
developmental thing,
hur:an sexuality,

he concedes.

That kir.d

But because sex is a

adolescents need to see all sides of

he asserts.

He !-)leads for a book which ".

deals with the theme from nany points of view,

but has one idea
coming thro1;..gh loud and clear in a way that doesn't preach.11 1 53
Criteria state�ent.

Establishing a criteria with this diversity

of opinion is difficult.
of concern?

First,

is didacticism a valid category

Looking at the views of all the experts on the

panel and in the professional literature,
15 1 Fistler,
152Thomson,

153Hodges,

interview,

May 21,

interview,

April

interview,

the majority of the

1976.
1

5,

A pril 12,

1

976.

1976.
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total number reeard didacticism as a problem.

Though differing

views put the issue in a better perspective, by majority opinion,
didacticism qualifies as a valid concern.
As noted earlier, the iss�e of whether adolescent readers
reject junior preffiarital pregnancy novels because of didactic
approaches is superfluous.
are rejected.

Obviously preachy novels probably

Eut in the opinion of nany of the experts,

adolescent readers overlook the more subtle didacticism and read
the novels anyway.

If this is the more co::Ih�on case, perhaps

here is more reason for concern.

The larger issue then becomes:

How meaningful is the reading experience?

In other words, how

much thinking and self-awareness does the novel encourage?
A criteria statement for didacticism does not have to
forbid all trace of the quality.
didacticism can be positive.

As one expert pointed out,

A novel can reflect a viewpoint

on life or offer some "gentle instruction" while still presenting
a variety of information and ideas.

The goal of the junior

premarital pregnancy novel is not to help direct the sexual
behavior of adolescents.

The novel's eoal should be twofold:

to share with adolescents insiehts about life and to encourage
them to sort out a meaningful life pattern for themselves.
With these goals in mind, the researcher formulates this criteria
statement:
Rather than instructing,the novel shares information
and insights with the adolescent reader, and encourages
him to discover his own direction in life.
Sexism
As defined in the introductory section of the paper,
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sexism exists when the ideas and attitudes in the fiction
Women

reflect a belief in the natural inferiority of women.

in sexist literature are �ortrayed as passive, fragile and inane,
more creature than human being.
Professional literature.

Certain writers in the professional

literature assert that sexist ideas and attitudes in the genre
prevent it from meeting the needs of its female adolescent
readers.

Heilbrun attacks the sexist presentation in the

six junior premarital pregnancy novel she has examined:
••• the girls • • • like slaves, like once
loved animals pathetic in their suffering, are
acted upon. There is not one of them with the
smallest sense of destiny, . • • not one of
them who could imagine herself as an autono
mous being.154
Resumes Heilbrun,

if we go on telling adolescent female

readers that women are not much more than throbbing wombs,
then we can anticipate trouble with adolescent females
until we have them safely married.

We should be com

municating that our adolescent heroines have a sense of
destiny and their sexual life is only one part of that
destiny.

Heilbrun gives specific examples of the problem

as she sees it in the novels she reviewed:
each of the girls.

For each,

upon a boy's attention.

longs for the past.

School bores

her personal status depends

The girl thinks of her shame and

The boy thinks of his career,

regards fatherhood as just one facet of his future.
1 54Heilbrun, p. 00.
3

and
With

today's population problem, pregnancy cannot be the major
event in a girl's life, insists Heilbrun.
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Like a boy, she

must regard it as just one of several major events.

Also

like a boy, she must learn that her life can be directed
toward a career she finds rewarding or maybe simply
necessary. 1 55 How can we help our female readers become
aware of their right to be autonomous beings, if we portray
their fictional counterparts in such a pathetic way?,
Heilbrun demands.
Nelson is as concerned about sexism in junior pre
marital pregnancy novels as Heilbrun.

To the extent that

the three novels she read are representative, this genre is
not meeting the needs of adolescent women, she contends. 156
The heroines, she observes "• • • are acted upon and are

unable to stand up to their own values." 1 57

Reluctantly,

they submit to a boy's demand for sex and afterwards feel
They desire protection but are incapable

intense guilt.

of actively seeking some method of birth control.

The girls

are not able to �ake decisions and carry them out.
Once they discover they are pregnant, the girls
seem unable to control their own lives.
at marriage.

One grasps futilely

Another drops out of school to keep house while

her husband goes to college.

This heroine "•

does not

read, write poetry, visit friends, attend art galleries,
or go to the I!:Ovies." 1 58 She spends most of her time

1 55 Ibid.

156 Nelson, p. 4.
5

1 57 Ibid.

158 Ibid.
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cooking and grocery shopping.

Becoming a part of the boys'

lives instead of seeking to go ahead with their own seems
to be the heroines' goal.
A " • • • dichotomy proclaiming what is right for
boys is not right for girls" operates in the novels, states
Nelson. 159 The boys suffer few consequences but the girls
are soundly punished for breaking the rule that a girl
should be a virgin on her wedding night.

Pregnancy is apt

punishment for their violation.
In spite of the novels' suggestion to the contrary,
all teenage girls do not dream about pleasing a boy or
talk mainly about weight control, clothes and dates, Nelson
complains.

They are thinking about who they are, where they

are headed, and what alternatives exist for them.

Consider

ing the sexism in the novels and the needs of female adoles
cents today, !-Jelson suJn.marizes:
I f we expect adolescents to function sanely in
our complex, pluralistic, ever-changing society,
a society having an increasing number of choices
for both men and women, we must offer our adoles
cents more model diversity. A woman no longer
has to become a wife and mother. 160
Neither does Kraus view junior premarital pregnancy
novels as offering female readers much model diversity
or sense cf destiny.

He says the novels have perpetuated

a Cinderella motif that includes a strong moral.

"The

girl's Cinderella dream is to become popular and win the
159Ibid.

160 Nelson, p.
55.

heart of the attractive boy. n 161
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She is a nice girl who

disapproves of peers who " sleep around. ..

She has always been

somewhat on the outside, and when the popular boy discovers
her she enters a new, exciting social world.

The dates lead

to petting which leads to sex which leads to pregnancy.
Marriaee, at first, seems to be the happy endine to the
Cinderella dream.

Unfortunately the boy, even if he consents

to marriage, feels trapped.
walk out.

He may mistreat the girl or just

In the end, the girl suffers alone--the worst

" Thus, the old double
standard is reinforced by the so-called new realism.162
consequence of her misconduct.

In summary, these writers in the professional lit
erature see three reflections of a sexist attitude in
junior premarital pregnancy novels.
operates.

First, a double standard

The heroines pay dearly for their misconduct, while

the boys suffer few consequences.
sense of destiny.

Second, the girls lack a

They do not ask who they are or where they

are going.

They do not assert themselves; instead, they are

acted upon.

Third, the heroines identify only with the role

of housewife and mother.

They demonstrate little awareness,

that �hey, like boys, can direct themselves toward a work
that is rewarding and purposeful.

These sexist ideas

prevent the genre from meeting the needs of· its female
adolescent readers, the writers complain.
Interviews.

The interviewees are not nearly as emphatic

16 1Kraus, p. 22.

16 2Ibid.
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about sexism being a significant fault with the genre.

They

feel that, as a whole, the situation of the pregnant teenager,
as presented in the novels is true to life.

"Only a few

adolescent novels are not sexist," con11ents Dr. La.."9.ocque. "It's
just a reflection of our culture.0 16 3 Fistler explains that
because her community does not accept premarital pregnancy very
well, a pregnant cirl is pretty much alone and bound by
tradition.16 4
Pregnant girls are limited to a few alternatives,
corroborates Thomson.

She too states that the novels reflect

our culture in that our culture says it is a female responsibility
If a girl decides to do so, she is just
patterning herself after her own family.16t::
to stay at home.

Like the three preceding experts, Blow will not label
the genre as sexist.

Yet she believes that one reason junior

premarital pregnancy novels are no longer so popular in her
school is because pregnant girls are not socially ostracized
as they once were. Today, girls have access to �ore open,
advertised help.166
Even so, generalizes Waddle, of the same school, teenage
girls in Cedar Falls do not seem to take advantage of the options
they have.

She suggests that they are more sophisticated in

16 31&�ocque, interview, April 26, 1976.
1 64 F ·
· terview,
·
· istl�er, in
Aay 21 , 1 976 •
T �

16 5Thomson, interview, April15, 1976.
16 6 Blow, interview, May13, 1976.
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� . -f'
their reading than they are in real ..LJ.�e.

They hold their
parents ' views and not many parents are nontraditionai. 16 7
A girl does not have many options,

confirms Hodges.
If the novels

Any decision that is made involves her body.
are to reflect reality, he notes,

the reality seems to be

that there is a decision to be made and the girl makes it.
A pregnant teenager may be faced with lots of sacrifices

If this is life,
reader should know this. 16 8

and agonizing decisions.

perhaps the female

Both Hodges and Thomson make observations that relate
to the double standard.

The boy is not very involved,

most cases, remarks Hodges.

in

And if you force a young man to

compromise, how well can he handle the compromise? 1 69

The

girl 's situation should not be blamed on the boy, points out
Thomson.

Usually,

the girl is not bullied into it.
.
. tes .J. t. 170
a11ows J.. t or even invi

She

Waddle makes a suggestion relating to the Cinderella
myth. "There 's nothing more conservative than a teenage girl,"
.
171
she begins.
·

One trait of her conservatism is her old-

fashioned belief in romantic love,

Waddle continues.

her view would be quite difficult,

but junior premarital pregnancy

novels could expand her horizons some.

Few,

To revise

if any, do,

Waddle.
16 7waddle,

interview,

April 22, 19 76 .

Hodges,

interview,

April 12, 19 76 .

1 68

1

7 0Thomson,

171waddle,

interview,
interview,

April 15, 19 76.
April 22,

1 9 76 .

1

69Ibid.

concludes
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Dr. LaRocque has a more specific suggestion for dealing
"I want a book that's really

with the romantic love notion.
realistic, " she says.

The novel would feature two girls but
Both girls would be good people.

be weighted in another way.

But good people who are not realistic can get hurt.

She does not think sex should be planned.

is a romantic.
Surrender to sex,

she believes,

the one who gets pregnant.
romanticism.

One girl

should be romantic.

She is

Her life is ruined because of her

The other girl,

independent and strong minded,

knows she wants to have intercourse.
feelings and uses contraceptives. 172

She acknowledges her

The interviewees make a strong case about

Criteria statement.

the impact of culture on the genre.

The insistence of the

writers in the professional literature that more model diversity
be presented in the genre may be more idealistic than realistic.
Perhaps most pregnant teenagers do find their alternatives limited.
On the other hand,
social class,

sane girls,

because of family viewpoint or

may have much more freedom of choice.

Junior premarital pregnancy novels may need to present
heroines in situations of limited opportunities,
to be realistic.

if they are

But l initation of alternatives does not

necessarily �ean loss of personal autonomy.

A pregnant girl

faces some critical decisions about her present and future.
They should not be nade without her active participation,
17 21aRocque,

interview,

April 26,

1976.

or
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As a functioning human being,

at least her consent.

perhaps mother and housewife,
some control over life.
of self-worth evolves.

citizen,

a girl must be able to exert

From a sense of self-control,

a sense

Heroines in junior premarital pregnancy

novels should make female adolescent readers more aware of
their worth as human beings.

They cannot if they are incapable

of asserting themselves.
Also inherent in the concept of self-control is the
idea of self-expression.

Even if a girl is relegated by society

to the role of mother and housewife,
personal interests.

she does not sacrifice all

She is not forced to cook and forbidden

To perform well in such demanding roles requires

to read.

some attention to self.
Junior premarital pregnancy novels should portray
heroines who are attentive to personal needs and assertive
about decision naking.
may find herself,

In the harsh situation a pregnant girl

she definitely needs these qualities.

No

sensitive novel could present these qualities and simultaneously
permit the double standard to operate.
standard exists,

Granted,

the double

and realistically its existence cannot be denied.

Yet the heroine can acknowledge its existence without using it
to condemn herself.
standard,

To accept the condemnations of the double

is to deny one's own worth.

The following criteria

statement develops from this summary:
Without glossing over the heroine's difficult
situation, the novel allows her to maintain a
sense of self-worth and self-assertiveness.
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Pat Solutions
Pat solutions are the fourth cateeory of concern.
endings are superficial conclusions,
or character situation.

Pat

not justified by the plot

The preceding discussion on sexism

evinced concern about how the junior premarital pregnancy novel
ends.

That concern focused on the heroine's final situation

and her implied future as they related to the status of women.
Certainly,

both are major parts of the novel's resolution. but

several other writers in the professional literature look at
the ending in a broader way.
Professional literature.
problem novels,

These writers feel that adolescent

such as junior premarital pregnancy novels,

simply prone to pat solutions.
or accidently to be credible.

are

Everything works out too neatly
States Peck,

"The best juvenile

novels • • • raise human questions without providing pat
solutions and stock scapegoats. " 1 7 3

The adolescent problem

novel is a curious mixture of personal/spcial problem and
formula structure.

What ramifications,

professional literature ask,
to be honest about life,

the writers in the

do that combination and the demand

have for the outcome of the novel?

According to �artinec,

the formulaic nature of the

ju..�ior novel points toward pat solutions.

The formula implies

that all problems can be successfully solved,

she explains.

The successful solutions are". • • either brought about by
others or discovered by chance." 1 74 The protagonist does not

173 Peck, p. 207.

174Martinec, p. 344.
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do too much of the problem solving for himself.
Novelists,
formula,

by skillfully executing the elements of the

can move away from these implications,

argues Staneck. 175

The formula does not bind an author to a pat solution,

she insists.

She admits that the subject matter of the junior premarital
pregnancy novel and the implications of the formula create a
particular problem for the novelist.

The adolescent reader

wants to know how to deal with his sexuality and the formula,
with which he is well acquainted,

promises a solution.

society frowns on sexual experience in adolescence.

Yet

The situation

puts the author in the position of trying to solve"•• • the
problem without evoking more anxiety than is reasonable and
without betraying society." 1 76
The novelist can find a compromise,
The formula,

she says,

continues Staneck.

is not an excuse for ending the novel on

a tidy note or didactic point.

The formula does not dictate

emphasis on consequences nor even that a solution must be
presented.

By skillfully manipulating the pattern,

the novelist

can still explore the problem in depth, and if he chooses, leave
the ending open.177 To leave the endi�g open does not mean to
leave it hanging,

adds Staneck.

If a specific solution is not

worked out by the end of the novel,

the lack of decision should

be a convincing outgrowth of the particular plot and characters.
Whether a specifit solution is offered or not,
1 75

these

staneck, "From Gestation to the Pill," p. 4047.
177
176 Ibid.
Ibid.
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writers in the professional literature feel that the resolution
should reflect a sense of hope.

Frank does not request a so

called happy ending, but she does request ". • • that the
characters ••• come through their experiences, however grim
or seamy, with a feeling that somehow he or she will cope. " 1 78
In regards to a book of "high sexual content," this is her
most important criteria of acceptability.
Frank's view:

Peck agrees with

"It is dishonest to conclude a story about

fifteen year olds with ' • • • and they lived happily ever after. '
No one does. The best and worst usually lie ahead." 1 79 Yet
Peck cautions against the other extreme of a totally pessimistic
conclusion.

Engdahl also calls for keeping a perspective on

pessimism in adolescent problem novels.

She does not want a

"sugar sweet happy ending" but she asks that "

• the portrayal

of whatever griefs they are left with, as being in some way
pur!)oseful--as leading somewhere." 1 80

The grin accounts of

the human condition relayed by the media have made today's
teenagers well aware that reality is apt to be unpleasant and
that not everyone's problems are resolved happily.

Says Engdahl,

"What they do not hear is any suggestion that there nay be
grounds for hope." 1 8 1 Pat solutions that ring of happy-ever-after
may be unrealistic, but extre�ely pessimistic conclusions may be
equally oversimplified.
178

Frank, p. 47.

179

Peck, p. 20 5.

80 Engdahl, "Today's Teenagers," p. 2 1 .
5
1 81
Ibid.
1
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The author's goal then,
the problem,

is not to neatly dispose of

sur.nrnarizes Neville.

"The author's job is to

throw sharp light on how some real people act in a particular
time and place." 182 The adolescent reader may not be shown a
specific solution to a problem,

but he may be motivated to

observe the problem situation more closely.

Yolen makes a

similar point about the problem solving approach in fiction,
such as junior premarital pregnancy novels.

The best book,

she feels,
• • • leads the young reader to deeper insights
and knowledee into problems, some of which he or she
might share directly.
And through these insights may
co□e a gradual solving of some of those problems. 18 )
Hentoff resists a book that provides"neatly universal answers."
He is delighted to hear from teachers and librarians who under
stand that his junior novel,

I'n Really Dragged :But Nothing Gets

is"not supposed to come to the same conclusion for
every reader." 184

Me Down,

The formulaic nature of the junior novel does not dictate
that the problem must be solved and solved happily.

Neither does

the formula mandate an ending that emphasizes consequences.

The

inportant consideration in regards to the novel's resolution,
say these writers in the professional literature,
offer hope and motivate thinking.

is that it

The novelist's goal is not to

solve specific problems for adolescents but to lead them to a
182Emily Neville, "Social Values In Children's Literature,"
A Critical Approach to Children's Literature, ed. Sarah Innis
:F"enwick (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1967), p. 46.
184Hentoff, "Back to You, Kat," p. 38.
183Yolen, p. 79
.
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deeper understanding of those problems.
Interviews.

Fistler and Blow,

on the panel of experts,

that pat solutions are characteristic of the genre.

generalize

Fistler,

does mention several exceptions to her generalization. 1 85

however,

And Blow stipulates that despite having that characteristic,
the novels have enough other realistic elements to be of value
to young readers. 1 86
Dr. LaRocque does not perceive pat solutions as a general
characteristic of the genre,

and,

moreover,

the junior novel as -a formula novel.

she does not regard

To her,

a formula novel

is a very stereotyped fiction such as the Nancy Drew series.
She describes the type: "You actually get the situation in your
hands and you can tell the whole story from then on out." 1 87
Adolescent novels today,

she feels,

and □ore developed characters.
from the beginning.

One can't be sure of the ending

Even the occasional deux � machina she sees

in the genre is believable.

Life's situations are sometimes

When the ending goes directly against the

solved by chance.
character,

have more original plots

then the ending becomes unbelievable and superficial,

she states.
Waddle and Hodges do accept the definition of the junior
novel as a formula novel,
1 8 5Fistler,

1 86Blow,

interview,

interview,

1 871aRocQue,

but they do not feel that junior
Xay 2 1 ,

May 1 3,

interview,

1 976.

1 976.

Ar,ril 26,

1 976.
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premarital pregnancy novels are plagued by pat solutions.
Authors are making an effort for variety in treatment, Waddle
comments. 188 The themes may be the same, but the plots are
different.

Hodges verifies her perception.

"Junior novels

are now getting away from others intervening and working
things out for the protagonist, ., he states. 189 The central
character now works out his own problem.

The endings of the

novels in the genre are more "downbeat and open-ended,"

Hodges

explains, alternative resolutions are presented and the one
chosen may not be the best one.

The ending may be left open,

and the reader is not sure which way it will go.
Thomson feels she has not read enough of the genre to
make a judgment.

Despite that reservation, she cites examples

of two junior premarital pregnancy novels that, in her op�nion,
conclude well.

The endings were not happy-ever-after, but

open ended, leaving the reader contemplating the possible outcomes. 190
Criteria statement.
the panel is divided.

As with other categories, the opinion of
Two generalize that pat solutions are

characteristic of the junior premarital pregnancy novel.
others disagree and the sixth makes no judgment.

Three

The majority

of writers in the professional literature do not comment as
specifically on the issue of pat solutions as they have on
188waddle, interview, April 22, 1976.
189Hodges, interview, April .12, 1976.
190Thomson, interview, April 1 , 1976.
5
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preceding categories.

The opinion of the panel does not very

strongly confirm the researcher's perception that the presence
of pat solutions was still a significant criticism.
evidence presented then,

From the

it may be inaccurate to generalize

that pat solutions are characteristic of the genre.
though that generalization should not be made,

Even

the opinions

in the professional literature and the interviewees ' opinions
provide insight on the sort of ending a junior premarital
pregnancy novel should offer.

An appropriate ending is not

happy-ever-after but neither is it one of despair.

The ending

evolves naturally from the actions and personalities of human
characters.

The adolescent reader can better understand how

and why the final situation resulted.
resolved or left open ended,

Whether specifically

the novel's resolution stimulates

question asking by the adolescent reader.

The researcher can

safely generalize that the ending of the junior premarital
preenancy novel warrants examination.

A valid criteria for that

evaluation can be this statement:
The hopeful resolution of the novel stimulates
the adolescent reader to question why the novel
ends as it does.
Stereotyped Adults
The last category of concern,

stereotyped adults,

refers

to the portrayal of adults--especially parents--as exaggerated,
unreasonable authority figures.

Besides having an implication

for the resolution of the novel,

the formula also implies how

adults in junior novels will be portrayed.
formula,

According to the

adults are ineffectual when trying to help adolescents
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with problems.

Furthermore, the implication goes, "True

communication, true community is possible only with one's
peers. 11 1 91
Professional literature.

To be shackled by these formulaic
implications is to be counter productive, asserts Staneck. 192
Too many adolescent authors are, she proposes.

Too many are

presenting distorted or exaggerated adult behavior.

In a

lopsided way adolescents are presented as far more kind, wise,
and competent than the adults they encounter.

Definitively

being made is the statement that there is not �uch value in
In general, adolescent novelists are helping
adolescents stereotype adult authority figures as the enemy. 193
being an adult.

Peck's viewpoint that adults are usually made the
scapegoats for adolescent problems supports Staneck's opinion.
"Whatever the problem, inevitably it only requires two
paragraphs to return it to the source--the unsympathetic

adult, " complains Peck. 1 °4
J

Repeatedly, parental neglect

and insensitivity cause greatly exaggerated personal problems
for adolescents.

Peck is tired of the overly dramatic junior

novels that present " • • • a young protagonist dominated by
a wicked adult establishment." 1 95 The same concern is voiced
1 °1
J Martinec,

P• 344.

192 Staneck, "Adults and Adolescents,"
p. 22.
193staneck, " Adults and Adolescents, " p. 21.
194Peck, p. 207.
1 95
Peck, p. 205.
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by Kraus:
In many of the adolescent-girl problem novels,
the parents are depicted as too strict, argumentative, or selfish, and this is offered as the
reason the girl turns to her boyfriend for love. 196
Stereotyped parents are noticed by Heilbrun and Nelson in the
genre.

Heilbrun observes that typically the girl has trouble
communicating with her parents. 1 97 She may even have " · • •
one of those impossible mothers who never understands any
thing." 1 98 Nelson generalizes that most of the heroines
are in conflict with their conventional,

middle class

parents because they are spending too much time with one
boy. 1 99
Certainly,
in this world,

ignorant and cruel parents do exist

Staneck admits.

And she does not feel

adolescents should be shielded from this reality.

Her

objection is that parental characters, and especially
villianous ones,

are poorly drawn and unbelievable.

Says

Staneck,

the reader needs enough clues to understand why
the parent or adult character behaves as he does. 200 Some
adult characters may be harsh and eccentric.
be well meaing but ineffectual.

Others may

Still others may genuinely

communicate with adolescents and sensitively respond to
their problems.
explains,

All these adult characters can exist, she

but not as stick figures.
1

96 Kraus,

p • 22 •

The reader needs

197Heilbrun,

p. 299.

1°.:,; 9Nelson, p.
198 Heilbrun, p. 300.
54.
200 staneck, " Adults and Adolescents, " p. 23.

enough information to understand why the characters are the
people they are . 2 0 1
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Do not overemphasize the adult impact, adds Peck.
Allow the junior novel to explore the problems of the young
with the wider world of adults as a backdrop.
reflect

Too few books

adolescents' need to grow independently without

the tyranny of peers and " • • • without looking back at

their parents in anger. " 2 0 2

If youth is a "• • • part of the

continuum of life . • • " adolescents do share with adults
similiar frustrations, hopes, and curiosity. 2 03 With this
awareness, a junior novelist should present adult characters
that are real but periphera1. 2 04
Thus, two points are made about adult characters in
the professional literature.

First, novelists must begin to

communicate why their adult characters are the way they are.
Unless adequate information is given, the presentation-
especially of villianous adults--becomes distorted.
the adult impact should not be overdone.
problems are caused by adult errors.
dominated by adults.

Second,

Not all adolescent

Not all adolescents are

When needed, adults, as parents or

acquaintances, can offer valuable su pport or friendship to
adolescents.
Interviews.

Two of the six panel members do not regard

2 01

Staneck, "Adults and Adolscents, " p.
2 03
2 02
Peck, p . 2 07.
rbid.
2 04

Staneck, "Adults and Adolescents, " p.

2 1-2 2 .

2 4.

stereotyped adults as a significant weakness within t he
eenre.
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Waddle maint ains that parents in the novels she

listed "• • • didn ' t seem stereotyped."

Hone were "terribly

well developed," but they were all di fferent and met situat ions
differently. 20 5
In another dissent ing opinion, Dr. La.Rocque says the
negat ive view of adults in the genre may be a pandering to
adolescents on the author's part or an honest at tempt to reach
the heart of the adolescent.

As a �ember of the Editorial

Board of the Teenage Book Club ( TAB ) , Dr. LaRocque recently
wrote TAB that in many of the books she was reviewing for them,
parents were unpleasant characters.
wi se to perpetuate that view.

She asked whether it was

Yet Dr. La.Rocque definitely does

�ot want to make the blanket statement that adults in the genre
are stereotyped.

What is reality?

she asks again.

For exa�ple,

she said, the current child abuse statist ics indicate that
abusive parents exist in large numbers. 206
The other four panel members note except ions but
generalize that adults, especially parents, are poorly presented.
Commonly, parents are "stupid, selfish, and blind in relat ion to
kids," Thomson rem.arks. 207 "They abound in stereotyped adults,"
corroborates Hodges. 208
205waddle, interview, April 22, 1 9 6.
7
206nr. LaP..ocque, interview, April 26, 1 6 .
97
207 Thomson, interview, April 1 , 1 976.
5
·
2 OSH...ou.ges,
ri
• t erview,
A p ri. 1 1 2 , 1 9 7 6 •
in
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Blow comments that parents in the novels are very
interfering and complicate the protagonist's situation .

She

too suggests that authors choose this negative view because
they are trying to reach young people.

Authors assume that
young people often view parents in this way • 20°.1
Fistler reports that while she was once doing an
intensive readi�g of adolescent novels,

"I:Iaybe you can't get a story on

by the broken home syndrome.
a normal,

she became frustrated

every day home situation,

0

she speculates. 2 1 0 " fue

nagging mother always seems to be present. "
Thomson and Hodges explain how they would like to see
more parents portrayed.

Thomson looks for a novel that "•
doesn't boil anyone . • • , " particularly parents. 211 Her

example is the junior premarital pregnancy novel Sycamore Year.
The parents,

she notes,

are warm and supportive.

They seem

sensitive to what their teenagers are doing.
Hodges' description is similar.
states,

are understanding and empathetic.

not get uptight about the quick,

Model parents,

he

They are willing to

intense reactions of adolescents .

" A parent must try to help a child come to good decisions, " he
states. 212 Parents can have awful feelings about what their
adolescent· has done,
209 Blow,

but they can control those feelings and be

interview,

May 13, 1976.

. tler,
210 Fis

interview,

May 21, 1976.

Thomson,

interview,

April 15, 1976.

21 1

21 2

Hodges,

interview,

April 12, 1976.
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supportive.

Many j unior premarital pregnancy novels, he

concludes, simply add another layer of guilt or frustration.
Look at what parents will do, they seem to say.
The opinion that adult characters are often stereotyped
is well supported by both the professional literature and the
panel.

The purpose of the genre is obviously not to reinforce

stereotyped thinking.

Even if adolescents tend to view adults

negatively, the author should not try to reach the adolescents
by catering to the view.

The novelist's goal should be to create

complete, believable adult characters, not stick figures, so
adolescents can understand why the adults behave and _think as
they do.

Definitely there is a need for perspective.

Not

every bad adult must be balanced with a good one, but neither
should a wicked, dominating adult establishment be presented.
Sensitive, supportive adults do exist.

There are other adults

who will become more sensitive and supportive, if adolescents
will encourage instead of condemning them for their occasional
failings.

These conclusions about how adults should be portrayed

are the basis for the criteria statement:
While keeping a perspective on adult impact, the
novel provides the details necessary for under
standing why the adult characters behave as they do.
THE COl�CLUSICN
The five criteria statements, taken together, suggest
a j unior premarital pregnancy novel that deals honestly with
all the facets of the problem.

Such a novel presents ideas and

information in an appropriate perspective.

The novel portrays
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human characters and treats them sympathetically.

The goal

is to increase adolescent awareness of the complexity of a
particular human problem.
Frobab]y every existing junior premarital pregnancy
novel can be faulted by at least one criteria statement.
This is not to say that the novels are poor reading matter.
The criteria statements are not rigid indicators of acceptability.
They are intended to be guidelines for evaluating how suitable
the novel is for a particular recreational or instructional
situation.
The criteria also offer guidance about the direction
in which future junior premarital pregnancy novels should move.
The opinion that this genre has come a long way

is not a

reason for being satisfied with its present state.

The

application in this study of the criteria statements to the
ten most widely read novels indicates there is a need for
improvement .
The ten most widely read junior premarital pregnancy
novels were identified by the panel of experts upon the basis
of personal observation.

They were careful to select only

titles that fit the operational definition: . a formula novel
in which conceptual level and viewpoint,
of the adolescent reader,

focus on the needs

and in which the central problem

involves the personal and social issue of a premarital pregnancy.
The previously described methodology was used to compile the
cumulative list of ten titles.

The ten most widely read titles

identified by the panel were Eonnie Jo,

Go Home by Jeanette
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Eyerly,

Fair Day � Another Step Begun by Katie L. Lyle,

Girls of Huntir.gton House by Blossom Zlfman,
Hurry by Winifred Madison,

� Darling , tlY_ Hamburger

Pennineton's Heir by K. M. Peyton,

Patricia Di zenzo, and
Sherburne.

Growing Y.E, In �

The Loneest Weekend by Honor Arundel,

Mr. and Mrs. Bo Jo Jones by Ann Head,
by Paul Zindel,

The

1£2.

Phoebe by

Bad About the Haines Girl by Zoa

Bibliographic citations for all of the titles are

provided in Appendix C.

Each citation includes the publisher,

price , and date of the hardback and paperback editions.
The qualification, "most widely read," lost meaning
because most of the experts indicated it was difficult to
compile a total of ten titles that fit the definition.
Specifically,

Blow,

only nine titles.

Hodges,

Thomson,

and Waddle could na.� e

Dr. LaRocque identified seven and stipulated

that she v..es uncertain how widely read they actualzy are.

Fistler

reported that only five titles in her media collection fit the
definition.
Four panelists made pertinent observations about the
popularity of the genre.
high,

Thomson commented that in her junior

the novels are very popular and probaly always will be.

Fistler specified that the five titles she named are mostly
read by junior high students.

Blow and Waddle agreed that the

genre is not at all a popular item at Cedar Falls High School.
Blow felt this could be,

in part,

because the novels have

already been read on the junior high level.
four or five years ago,

She noted that

there was no nore popular book than

the junior premarital pregnancy novel Mr.

and Mrs. Bo Jo Jones.
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Eer 1 968- 1 974 individualized reading statistics put it in the
top ten of 2200 titles.
Another consideration in regards to the final list of
ten is the inclusion of the title The Girls of Huntington House.
Five of the experts named the title,

but two seriously questioned

how closely the book fit the definition.
the title,

The researcher included

because the book does deal specifically with the

problem of premarital teenage pregnancy,
adolescent reader,

it focuses on the

and it qualifies as fiction.

The specific conclusion of this study is that the five
criteria statements developed in the discussion are valid and
useable for evaluating the ten most widely read junior premarital
pregnancy novels.

Each statement focuses on the area of concern

for which it was formulated.

Each is flexible enough to apply

to all ten titles.
The hypothesis of this study states that criteria can
be developed that can be applied to judge the quality of the
junior premarital pregnancy novels published since 1 95 2 and
to be published in the future.

The conclusion confirms the

hypothesis in regards to the ten most widely read titles.

The

conclusion does not confirm that the developed criteria can be
applied to all junior premarital pregnancy novels already
published.

Neither d oes it confirm that they will apply to

all future novels.

How widely these criteria can be applied

is a matter for further study.
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Inf ormat ion S he e t

Explanat i on of t h e ma in po ints in my re s earch proposal ,
Hypothes is 1 C r iter ia can be deve lope d that can be
applied t o j udge the qual ity of the jun ior premarital
pregnancy nove ls pub l ished s inc e 1952 and t o be
publ ished in the future .

Operat i onal def in i t i on o f the jun ior premar ital preg
nancy nove l s a formula nove l in wh ich c onceptual leve l
and viewpo int focus on the needs o f the ne eds o f the
adole s c ent reader , and in wh ich the c entral problem
involve s the pers onal and s o c ial is sue of a premar ital
pregnancy .
F ive areas of c oncern in re lat ion t o the genre ( as
ident if ied in the l iterature review) a 1 . ) Superf i c ial ,
s omet ime s d ishone s t handl ing of ado l e s c ent s exual ity .
2 . ) D idac t ic ism - intent ion or t endency , obvious or
subtle , to re c ommend c erta in moral values to the reader .
J . ) Problem of s ex ism - c entral female c harac ters in the
nove ls are acted upon , rather than act ing for thems e lve s .
4 . ) Superf ic ial s o lut i ons - pat end ings that are not
j ust if ied by the plot or character s ituat ion . 5 . ) S tere o
typed adults - portrayal of adult s , e spe c ially parent s ,
as exaggerate d , unreasonable author ity f igure s .
Goals a 1 . ) T o deve lop val id cr ite r ia . 2 . ) T o apply
the criteria to the t en mos t wide ly read j un ior pre 
mar ital pregnancy nove l s . J . ) T o write model crit ique s
of the t e n nove ls ut i l i z ing t h e developed criteria .

Explanation of the role of the pan e l expert s ,
A,

In each interview s ituat ion , the expert will b e
aske d to ident ify , o n the bas is o f pers onal obs er
vat ion , the t en junior premar ital pregnancy nove ls
mos t w ide ly read by ado l e s c ent s . The chosen novels
mus t f it the operat i onal definition .

B.

R e sults from the s ix int e rv iews will be compiled
int o one l ist of t he most frequently named t it le s .

c.

E ach expert w il l be asked t o reac t t o the f ive
ident if ied areas of concern . H is comments may be
us ed in the d iscus s ion in the paper .

D.

The int erview i s informal and w il l be approx ima t e ly
one hour in lengt h .
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Cr iter ia S tatements

C riter ia S tatement I :
Us ing the expl icitness and language necessary , the
novel expl ores the phys ical and psychol ogical aspects of
ado lescent sexual ity.
Summary .

The novel recogn i zes the dua l nature of

sexual ity , that it i s emot ional as well as phys ica l .

Rather

than emphasi z ing consequences , the novel f ocuses on the
inner character ' s emot i ons and thought s as he or she
matures sexual ly .

The novel d oes not dodge the words and

deta i ls necessary f or an honest , indepth expl orat i on of
the subject .
C r iter ia S tatement II :
Rather than instruct ing ,

the novel s hares fact s

and ins ights with the adolescent reader and encourages h im
t o d iscover h i s own d irect i on in l ife .
Summary , Th ough the novel ref lects a view of l ife
in the form of a theme , the theme does not res tr ict the
presentat ion of fact s and ins ights , The novel s t i mulates
ques t i oning and speculat i on about the informat i on it offers .
The novel d oes not advise the ind ividual t o behave in a
certa in way . The novel encourages the reader t o make
mean ingful dec is i ons for h imself ,
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C r iter ia S tatement I I I 1
Without glo s s ing over the heroine ' s d iff icult
s ituat ion, the novel allows her to ma intain a sense of
self-worth and self-as sert ivenes s .
Summary ,

Reflect ing our culture, the pregnant

heroine may f ind herself with few alternat ives from whi ch
to ch oose .

H owever, the l imitat ions do not negate the

i mportance of her a c t ively part i c ipat ing in dec is ions about
her present and future ,

To have a sense of worth as a

human being, s he mus t have some control over her own life .
· S he s hould never pas s ively ac cept the c ondemnat ion of the
d ouble standard .

She should be an example t o female

adolescent readers in that she is attent ive t o pers onal
needs and as sert ive about dec is ion mak ing .

C r iteria S tatement IV :
The hopeful resolut ion of the novel s t imulates
the adolesc ent reader to que s t i on why the novel ends as
i t d oes .
Summary .
t otal despair .

The heroine i s not left in a s ituat ion of
S he sees s ome mean ing in her suffer ing and

feels s o me hope f or the future �

Her f inal s ituat ion

evolves bel ieveably from her a c t ions and pers onal ity and
those of the c harac ters around her ,

Whether the novel

90
s pec if ically solves her problem or leave s the outcome
uncerta in , the resolut ion does not clamp a neat closure
on cons iderat ion of the problem .

The novel ends in such

a way that the adolescent reader is prompted to ask why .

C r iter ia S tatement V :
Wh i le keep ing a perspect ive on adult impact , the
novel provides the deta ils neces s ary for unders tand ing
why the adult characters behave a s they do .
S ummarx .

The novel ist needs to commun icate why

h is adu lt characters are the k ind of people they are .
Unle s s he provides adequate clues , the presentat ion- 
especially of unpleas ant adults - -becomes d i storted .

The

novel ist also needs to keep a perspect ive on adult impact .
Adult s do not cause or compl icate al l adolescent problems �
Though there are many cruel and ind i fferent adults , there
are sens it ive and support ive ones as wel l .
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T en Mos t W id e ly Read T itles

The b ib l iograph ic informat ion g iven here is the
mos t recent ava i lable . The source is Bowker ' s Books In
Pr int, 1.2..2.2•
Bonn ie Jo, G o Home
by Jeane tte Eyerly
Hardback s
Lippincott, J . B . , Co .
Bantam
Paperback s

1972
1973

Fa ir Day and Another S tep B egun
by Kat ie L . Lyle
Hardback •
L ipp incott, J . B . , Co .
Paperback s
De ll Pub l is h ing Co . , Inc .

1974
197 5

The G irls of Hunt ington House
by B lossom E lfman
Hardback s
Houghton Miffl in Co .
Paperback :
Bantam

1972
197 3

$5 - 9 5
$1 . 25

Growing Q:Q In a Hurry
by W inifre d Mads ion
Hardback s
L ittle, Brown and Co .
Paperback s
Archway Paperbacks

197 3
197 5

$5 - 9 5
$ 0 . 95

The Longe s t W e ekend
by Honor Arunde l
Hardback a
Nelson, Thomas, Inc .
Paperback :
Gros s e t and Dunlap, Inc .

1970
19 7 3

Mr . and Mrs . Bo Jo Jone s
by Ann Head
Putnam
Hardback :
Paperback :
New Ame r ican L ibrary

1967
197 3

$6 . 95
$ 0 . 95

N:l Darl ing, Mx Hamburger
by Paul Z inde l
Harper and Row
Hardback :
Bantam
Paperback s

1969
1971

$4 . 9 5
$0 . 9 5

$4 . 9 5
$ 0 . 95
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Penn ington ' s Heir
by K . M . Peyton
Thomas Y . Crowell C o .
Hardback :

1974

$5 . 50

Phoebe
by Patr ic ia D izenzo
Hardback :
McGraw-H ill
Bantam
Paperback :

1970
1970

$4 . 95
$ 0 . 95

1 96 7

$4 . 95
$ 1 . 95

Too Bad About the Ha ines G irl
by Z oa Sherburne
Morrow
Hardback ,
Morrow
Paperback ,
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Synopses and Crit iques

APPEND IX D .

B ONN IE JO , GO H OME
Jeanette Eyerly
P l o t Synops is
Small town Bonnie Jo goes alone t o New Y ork f or
an ab ort ion, only t o be informed that her pregnancy is t o o
advanced f or a rout ine operat ion .

The desperate s ixteen

year- o ld f inally locates a doc tor who agrees t o help .

The

operat i on is delayed unt i l B onnie ' s father send h is written
c onsent .
C r i t iq ue
Eyerly attempts to present many facets of the
problem of a teenage abort i on, but her mel odramat ic incl ina
t i ons get in the way .

S he c and idly and ob ject ively presents

informat i on and considerat ions relat ing to a dec is i on ab out
ab ort i on .

S imultaneously, Eyerly ut il izes situat i onal irony

that adds 12.yers of gu i lt .

Incredib ly, strangers detect that

B onnie Jo is contemplat ing an ab ort i on and they ind icate their
d isapproval .

A t the hospital a very much wanted baby dies as

B onn ie Jo anx iously wa its for her own t o be aborted .
Sex is def in itely not en j oyable for B onnie Jo .

S he

has intercourse tw ice w i th a boy she intensely d islikes .
The f irst t ime she is drunk and is virtual ly raped .

The

second t ime she indulges t o sp ite the b oy she really l oves .
And though her per i ods are extremely irregular, she becomes
pregnant .

Bonn ie Jo shows some assert iveness .

Though her

stepfather pressures her to have an abort i on , she dec ides
for herself to have the operat ion .

S he pa infully perseveres

in New York despite the many obstac les .

She is interested in

a secretarial c areer , but ult imately hopes to marry a n ice
boy .
Bonn ie Jo ' s father is support ive to the best of h is
Her mother and stepfather are nega t ive , under

ab il ity .

developed c harac ters .

A var iety of adults move in and out

of the story , but E yerly keeps a perspec t ive on their impact
and natures .
As throughout her experience , Bonnie Jo is terr ibly
alone in the f inal scene .
has aged sign if icantly .

S he has more than matured .

S he

There is st i l l hope for the future ,

part i cularly in the person of a n i ce boy she met on the plane .

FA IR DAY AND AN OTHER S TEP BEGUN
Katie Letc her Lyle
P lot Synops is
Teenage E llen Burd loves John Walters with all her
heart .

S he is thr i lled about carrying h is baby , but John is

so shaken by the prospect of a wife and c h i ld that he runs
away .

E llen follows h im to Fair Day , a commune .

As E llen

del ivers the ir son , John comes to ac cept them both .
C r it ique
Lyle based her novel on an Engl ish ballad in whi c h

a young man resists a pat ient g irl ' s love .
story sl ips in and out of real ity .

Her enchant ing
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E l len ' s faith in the

mag i c of old V irgil, a mounta in man, further c louds the
d ist inc t ion between real ity and fantasy .
The story f lows smoothly a long with no d idac t i c
intrus ions .

E llen serenely ignores John ' s ac cusat ion that

the c h ild is someone else ' s or a mistake that abort ion w i l l
correct .

S he had not intended t o conceive, but she loves her

unborn c h ild .

Her innocent j oy makes her pregnancy seem

natural and wholesome .
Adults are per ipheral , except for V irgi l .

Remin iscent

of K ing Arthur ' s Merl in, he is E llen ' s conf idant and mentor .
The descr ipt ion of John and E l len ' s lovemak ing is very
sensuous, though hardly expl i c it .

Lyle combines sensory

details of touch, smell and c olor for a soft, sensuous
p i c ture of the event .
John is all E llen wants in the whole world .

Though

repeatedly spurned, she never doubts her worthiness of h is
love .

Her certa inty about the baby ' s sex impl ies that

spec ial c h ildren are always boys .

At t imes, E llen seems

to be the personif icat ion of motherhood .
The end ing is a fairytale end ing .

The theft of John ' s

horse triggers a ser ies of coinc idences that conc lude with
John ' s personal chr istening of h is son .

Yet, whether h is

c hange of heart comes from with in or by the c harm of Virg il ' s
magic is left for the reader to dec ide .

THE G IRLS OF HUNT INGT ON HOUSE
B lo s s om E lfman
Plot Synops is
D is s at i s f i e d with regular c las sroom teach ing, the
author, an Engl is h t e acher with a mas te rs degre e, transfers
t o a pos i t i on at Hunt ington Hous e, a maternity h ome .

By the

end of the s chool ye ar, her c la s s of pre gnant t e enage g irls
has taught her a s ign if icant le s s on .
C r i t ique
In every re spe c t, t hi s nove l is c ompas s ionate and
h one st .

The author d o e s not judge the g irl s .

pers onal ly invo lved with them .

S he be c ome s

They are irre s i s t ibly human :

funny but frustrat ing, d e spe rate ye t h opeful, naive yet wise .
The g irls of Hunt ington House l e ad the author and reade r
to t h e re c ogn it i on that the human ne e d f or one ano ther
s upe rs e de s sub j e ct matter and c ommon s ense .
c and idly pre s ent s the girls .

The author

They d i s cuss s ex, drugs, and

re l igion in language that i s always frank, and s ome t ime s
harsh or ob s c ene .
At f irst, the girls s e em rather pathe t ic .
want s a puppy, not a c h i ld .
ha ir-d o .

C ookie ge ts exc ite d over a new

S ara moons for a boy in a VW van .

problems are obvious .

Baby

The ir pe rs onal

Yet each g irl, in one way or anothe r,

c ommun ic at e s the d e s ire t o be re spe c ted as a spe c ial human
b e ing .
The author perc e ive s th i s need and re sponds t o it .
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Occas i onally , she stumb les and falls , but she keeps try ing .
The author is an example of the sens it ive adult who can
genu inely contr ibute t o an ado lescent ' s d iscovery of who
he is and where he is headed .
The end ing is beaut iful .

The author conf irms by her

own behav i or the truth of the girl s ' ins ight .

GROW ING UP IN A HURRY
W in ifred Mad ison
P l oi_S]l!}OPS is
I gnored by her wel l - t o - d o parents and successful
s isters , s ixteen year o ld Karen l ongs t o be l oved .

Karen ' s

f lute sol o attracts the attent i on of S teve , a poor but
intell igent Japanese b oy .

Karen bl o oms under S teve ' s l ove .

Yet h is love is waning when Karen d isc overs she is pregnant .
A l one , she informs her parents , who arrange an abort i on .
C r i t ique
Th is is almost a model .

Mad ison permits the reader

t o see Karen and S teve as lovers , happy lovers .

They care

deeply for one another and the ir l ovemak ing is an extensi on
o f that feel ing .
At t imes expl ic itness is used and very tastefully .
The reader sees just enough of the c ouple ' s f oreplay t o
undestand the ir feel ings before intercourse and their
react i ons afterwards .
The d ialogue invo lves the reader in Karen ' s feel ings
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and thoughts .

Karen, qui e t and cultured, does not use

language offensively but is occas ionally exposed to it .
Karen ' s assert iveness comes slowly, but it does
d evelop .

S he determines to get a prescr ipt ion for the p ill

unt il she learns that an acquaintenance of her mothers is a
volunte e r at the clin ic .

She br iefly we ighs a mus ic care e r

against the prospect of raising a ch ild, but h e r parents
decide for her that she will have an abort ion .

Fortunate ly,

the appointe d psych iatr ist helps Karen to think through
whether it is her decis ion too .
The fad ing of S teve ' s love does not make the abort ion
e asier .
anquish .

Th ings work out, but not without some def in it e
T h e future i s r ightfully hopeful .
The author human i z es Karen ' s mother more in the

last chapters, but overall the woman remains d istort e d .
Incre d ibly, she adores Karen ' s two s iste rs and d e tests,
almost hates, Karen .

In the last scenes, Karen b e tter

unde rstands her mother ' s att itude and her mother exh ib its
more compass ion toward her .

The change se ems to be a

rathe r contr ived effort to balance the mother ' s characte r .
Mad ison ' s sens i t ive treatment enables her central
character to share a me an ingful and maturing exper ience
w ith the re ader .
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THE LONGEST WEEKEND
Honor Arundel
Plot S ynopsis
E ileen ' s illegit imate daughter is already three
years old when E ileen beg ins her story .

E ileen is on her

way to a weekend rendezvous with the c hi ld ' s father, Joel .
A t the village cottage, alone w ith her w illful daughter,
E ileen remin isces about her premar ital pregnancy and her
re jec t ion of Joel.

Joel arrives and persuades E ileen

that they should marry .
C r it iq ue._
The story is told from E ileen ' s viewpoint .

Her

feel ings, not any moral point, are at the center of the
story .

Percept ively and c and idly, she relates her reac t ions

toward her past and present, as she sorts out a future
d irect ion for herself .
E ileen ' s sexual relat ionsh ip w ith Joel had been
passionate .

S he knew the dangers of pregnancy, but she

rec al ls she had not real i zed that the facts about sex could
be so d ifferent from the feel ings of love .
E ileen is not very ambit ious .
she would qual ify for the un iversity .
a secretar ial j ob .

Her parents had hoped
S he herself aspired to

When she ac c epts Joel ' s offer of marr iage,

she ant ic ipates a comfortable l ife as a doctor ' s wife ,
E i leen has a pos it ive self- assert iveness .
just for the sake of respectabil ity .

But

S he will not marry

When she real i zes she

has left her baby 1 s c are up to her mother, she determines to
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t ake on the re spons ib i l ity herse lf .

She intends to take control

of her ch ild and her future .
E i l e en ' s parent s are except ionally re asonabl e, loving,
and he lpful .

S he could b e tter acce pt her ovvn lack of s e lf 

admirably .
control .

E il e en sorae t ime s v dsh e s they d id not be have so

A s E ile en mature s, she come s to und erstand her

parent s 2nd d e e ply appreciat e s the m .
T h e only flaw i s an ending verging on the happy
e ver-after .

Joe l, rebuke d many t ime s by E il e en and intent

upon a succe s s ful care e r, re turns anyway after a thr e e J,re 2.r
absence .

H is re turn cre ate s

MR . AND MRS

2.

happy, proper family of thre e .

BO JO JONES

Ann He ad
Plot_SJL11ops is
When July learns sl1e is pregnant, she and Bo Jo
e lope de spite the ir young age �md d iff e r ing soc ial
backgrounds .

Bo Jo goes to work c=md July ke e ps house .

The

couple ' s premature baby d ie s and the ir parents urge the
te enage rs to get a d ivorce .

They dec ide for themse lve s to

st ay togethe r .

July ' s f irst person �ccount is engross ing becau se of
her det a ile d descript ion of persons and event s .

S t il l,

fundamentally, the story i s about a good g irl ge tting caught,
suffer ing hard ships, and growing up with her young husb2nd .
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Very much involved in July ' s account are the two
sets of possessive , interfer ing parent s .

Unable to leave

dec is ions to the teenagers, they are the cause of much of
the couple ' s marital str ife .

Yet , the reader can understand

from July ' s deta i ls the way in which the p�rents think .
Unfortunately , July and Bo Jo do not , and their stubborness
and unwill ingness to compromise further convinces the ir parents
of their immaturity .
The

parents consider the pregnancy a catastrophe ,

and they make that clear to July and Bo Jo .

July ' s s ister

c annot bel ieve the terr ible public ins inuat ions thz.t her
s ister m2.rr ied bec8.USe she is pregnant .

July ' s g irlfriend

is shocked by the news because she and her boyfr iend never
cons idered not wait ing unt i l they were marr ied .

July feels

sorrowful, but she is not weighted down by gui lt .

MY DARLING, MY HAMBURGER
Pau l Z indel
.I:lot _§xnop�Js
Maggie , her best friend, is the f irst person Liz
tells about her pregnancy .

When Sean , Liz ' s boyfr iend, is

informed , he at f irst offers marriage and then insists on an
abort ion .

Maggie accompanys L i z to the abort ionist .

After

the abort ion L i z becomes ser iously ill , and Maggie rushes for
the nearest help , L i z ' s parents .
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C�i t i__g_gg_

.M:Y._D a�l ing� My Hamburger is a c leverly wr itten story,

but a depress ing one .

Sean and L i z ' s exper ience commun ic ates

that sex and parents c an make l ife unbearab le .
annihilated by her exper ience .

L i z is

As she l ies hemorrhaging in

the c ar, she screams at Magg ie not to tel l her parents, j ust
to let her d ie .

Sean, a. potent ially sensit ive person, is

dehumani zed by h is father ' s att itudes .
Sean ' s father is detestab le .

Coarse, heartless,

and d ishonest, he cult ivates the same qual it ies in Sean .
L i z ' s stepfather is unequivoc ally evi l .
a person and desires her sexually .

He desp ises L i z as

He has frightened L i z ' s

weak mother into s id ing with h im against L i z .
Desp ite her stepfather ' s inferences to the contrary,
L i z struggles to resist Sean ' s advances .

Sean wants to be

able to talk to h is father about control l ing h is sexual
urges, but never c an .

When L i z is aga in unre asonably

a c cused by her stepfather, she del iberately acquiesces to Sean .
L i z has l ittle conf idence in herself .

Ironic ally,

she apolog i zes to Sean for not having sex with h im .
a c ts out of desperat ion .
to p ique Sean ' s jealousy .

Often she

For example, she r isks rape in order
To her, marr iage is the secur ity

for wh ich she longs and when Se2.n deserts her, her world
c rumbles .
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PENN INGTON "S HE IR
K . M . Peyton
Plot Synq]l�_is
Ruth, s evente en, begins to l ive aga in when her
b e love d Patr ick P enn ington i s re le as e d from pr ison .
d e c id e to marry when she le arns s he i s pregnant .

They

The ir

marr i age ends Prof e s sor Hampton ' s e ffort to promote Pat ' s
c ar e e r as a concert p i an is t .

D e spite many ob st2_c le s, the

c oupl e works together to make the ir marriage �md Pat ' s
c are e r suc c e ed .
C r it ique
The omn i s c ient po int of v i ew in th i s nove l focus e s
attent ion on the thoughts and fe e l ings of all the ms j or
characters .

Peyt on g ive s the re ader 2.n inde pth look at what

is happening .

The reader come s to know 2nd understmd the

people in the s tory .

He is :'re e to draw his own conc lus ions

about the ir be havior .
The adults are very d ifferent as people, and even
the most h e artle s s one s 0re f 2 irly we ll d eveloped .

Even

s elf ish Prof e s sor Hampton generou s ly he lps Ruth 2.nd Pat
when the y call upon h im in a genu ine c r i s i s .

Ruth ' s

c r i t i c al mother i s a b it overdone, but the awarene s s of
how s he th inks m:J.ke s her c re d ible .

Ruth 2nd Pat know

when they have cre a.te d the ir own problems snd do not 1 y
b h·.me on adults
Wh ile the psychological aspe ct of Ruth and P ?.t ' s

s exual rel at ions h ip i s fully presented, the details about
their f irst end only inte rcourse before m.2- rr L:o_ge is v::3,gue
enough to seem evas ive .
Ruth

c c=1.n b e admi:ced f o r her inner s trength , but

pit ied for mak ing Pat ' s well be ing the purpose of her l ife .
A lways, s he s uffers and t o ils for h im .

At least, she

admits to herself s he has no conf idence .

S he i s aware of

t�e s ubservient role s he has accepted .
The future looks br ight, but not e asy for Ruth and
Pat .

Their f inal s ituat ion is a convinc ing result of the ir

earl ier dec i s ion s 2nd efforts .

PHOEBE
Patr i c ia D izenzo
P lot Synops i s
Phoebe, s ixteen, is afraid to tell 8nyone about
her pregnancy .

S he f inally conf ides in a s chool fr iend,

vainly hop ing the girl ' s s i s ter c �n refer her to an
�bort ion is t .

Desper�te, s he c 2lls her boyfriend .

informs P ? ul ?illd h2.ngs up before he c ?.n spe·� k .

S he

E i s return

c all wakes her parent s who dem�=md an explanat ion .
C r i t iq u�
Phoebe ' s s tory i s a desper ate one .

S he is completely

a lone, asha.med, and dre2.dfully afraid .
S he longs for s omeone older 2nd wiser to turn to but
such an adult does not ex i s t in her world .

Both parents
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are generally k ind to Phoebe b�t they are unexpla inab ly
obl ivious to her h ints that someth ing is very wrong .

Adults

on the school faculty are openly c r it i c al of premarital sex
or just unapproachab le .
One other adult to whom Phoebe turns, Dr . Jansen,
is manipulated to make a central d idac t i c point .

The broad

minded doc tor will not say that sex before marriage is
s inful, but iron i c ally, he will say that he has never seen an
unmarr ied pregnant woman who was not terribly sorry .

He

intensif ies Phoebe ' s shame .
Phoebe has had a relat ionshi p with Paul for several
months, but they do not have sex dur ing the course of the
story .

S he rec alls how badly she felt about the exper iences .

Denying Pau l made her feel as gu ilty 2.s going all the way
w ith h im .
Phoebe c an b arely cope w ith what is happen ing to her .
S he moves in a daze, hoping that her good daydreams will
actually come true .
The conc lusion only seems to be open ended .

The

reader c sn pred i c t that on the b as is of how they h ave
earl ier behaved, Phoebe ' s parents will be f airly support ive,
def in ite ly not abus ive .
c losed in upon her .

Yet , Phoebe feels her future has

S he col lapses in horrible fear and

c lutches herself, wa iting
b lows from her parents .

for the terr ible emot ional
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T O O BAD AB OUT THE HA INES GIRL
Zoa S herburne
Plot Synop� is
Melinda Haines, seventeen, tells only her boyfr iend
that she is pregnant .

Jeff, a h igh school senior, provides

the c ash for an illegal abort ion, but Melinda abruptly
c hanges her mind .

When she learns she has been voted Queen

of the Valent ine Ball, she informs her parents she c annot
ac cept due to her pregnancy .
Crit iq ue
This novel illustrates why it is wrong to have
premar ital sex .

The charac ters are merely mouthpieces for an

author who morali zes at every opportunity .

E ac h t ime

Mel inda tries to j ust ify why she had sex w ith Jeff her
subconsc ious answers that there are no excuses .

S he f inally

c oncedes that what they have done is " shoddy and second rate . "
D id ac t i c ism intrudes upon the treatment of sexuali ty .
The author lets Melinda rec all how exc i ted she and Jeff felt
when "necking," but she has Melind a add that such ac t ivity
was foolish and rec kless .

Melinda c onf ides that she and

Jeff no longer trust themselves to be alone together .
S exual descr ipt ions are vague bec ause Melinda is too
ashamed to rec all details .
Though st ilted, Mel inda ' s parents are presented
pos itively .

They are sensit ive �nd affect ionate .

rvielinda sees a moral in the ir k indness .
and she betrayed them .

Yet

They trusted her
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The double standard is promoted .

Jeff i s not so

much to blame , because it i s up to the g irl to keep her
head .

If they marry , Melinda w ill compens ate by being

a very good housew ife and mother .
The author contr ives the end ing to make one more
point .

T hough a dec i s ion has not been made when the

s tory ends , marr iage is the mos t likely choice .

Gett ing

married i s the respect2.ble thing to do , and the couple ' s
profes sed love makes it n icely convenient .
must pay a price .

S t ill , they

They will love one another as long as

they both w ill live , but nothing about their marr ied life
will be as good as it could have been

